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A bstract
We have exam ined th ree  types of com pact astrophysical system s th a t are pos­
sible sources of d e tec tab le  grav itational wave rad ia tion  (G W R): nonaxisym m etric 
pulsars; rapidly  ro ta tin g  com pact stars undergoing th e  bar-m ode instability : and 
coalescing com pact binaries. O ur analysis of nonaxisym m etric pulsars, based on the 
assum ption th a t any equatorial asym m etries present in these objects were rotation- 
ally induced, indicates th a t nearby millisecond pulsars are generally b e tte r  candi­
dates for th e  detection  of G W R  than  the C rab pulsar, which has been th e  object 
of an ongoing search for G W R  (Tsubono 1991). O ur finite difference hydrodynam ­
ics (FDH ) sim ulation  of an object encountering th e  ro tationally  induced bar-m ode 
instability  results in an  ellipsoidal final configuration which, although gradually  be­
coming m ore ax isym m etric , persists for several o rbits, continuously em itting  G W R. 
We also have exam ined th e  stab ility  and coalescence of equal mass binaries w ith 
polytropic, w hite dw arf (W D ), and  neutron s ta r  (NS) equations of s ta te  (EOS). In 
order for our explicit FD H  code to  be able to  follow th e  coalescence of a  binary 
system , it m ust proceed on a dynam ical tim escale. Hence, we began our inves­
tigation by perform ing FD H  tests of the dynam ical s tab ility  of individual models 
constructed  along equilibrium  sequences of binaries w ith  the  same to ta l mass M j  
and EOS bu t decreasing separation , in order to  determ ine if any models on these se­
quences were unstab le  to m erger on a  dynam ical tim escale. O ur sim ulations indicate
x
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th a t no points of in s tab ility  exist on the W D EOS sequences w ith =  .500 iV/s  
and  2.03 M q or on th e  polytropic EOS sequences w ith  poly tropic indices n =  1.5 
and  1.0. However, b inary  models on the n =  0.5 poly tropic sequence and on two 
realistic NS EOS sequences were dynam ically unstab le  to  m erger. Again using our 
FDH code, we followed th e  evolution of th e  b inary  w ith  th e  m inim um  to tal energy 
and  angular m om entum  on the n =  0.5 sequence th rough  coalescence. At the end 
of the sim ulation, the  ellipsoidal central ob ject is encircled by spiral arm s, ejected 
from the system  during  th e  m erger, tha t have w rapped around on themselves and 
is continuing to em it low am plitude GW R.
xi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
E inste in ’s general theory of re la tiv ity  s ta tes  th a t all accelerating, nonaxisym m et­
ric masses em it gravitational wave rad iation. T his radiation is som ewhat akin to 
the  electrom agnetic radiation em itted  by accelerating  charges except th a t the  low­
est order g rav itational wave rad iation  is quadrupo lar, not dipolar, in nature and the 
streng th  of grav itational wave rad iation  is, in general, predicted to be much weaker 
than  th e  s treng th  of electrom agnetic rad ia tion . In fact, the gravitational wave ra­
diation from  m ost system s is so weak th a t 80 years afte r Einstein’s form ulation of 
general re lativ ity , it still has not been d irectly  detected . General relativity  does 
assert th a t th e  streng th  of the grav itational wave rad ia tion  em itted  by a  system  in­
creases as its grav itational field streng th  and  th e  m agn itude of its velocity increases. 
Thus, ex trem ely  dense, or “com pact” , astrophysical objects -  like w hite dwarfs and, 
especially neu tron  stars and black holes (see discussion below) -  in a s ta te  of col­
lapse or w ith  high ro tational velocities are expected  to  be relatively strong sources 
of g rav itational wave radiation. Such com pact astrophysical system s are the focus 
of the research presented in this work, the  aim  of which is to provide an increased 
theoretical understanding of their s truc tu re  and  evolution and of the  gravitational
1
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wave rad ia tion  they  em it. It is hoped th a t the  results of this research, and the 
fu rther investigations it m ay provoke, will aid in the  developm ent of instrum ents 
capable of detecting  g rav ita tional wave rad ia tion  and  in th e  analysis of th e  signals 
they observe.
Stars becom e com pact a t the  end of the ir nuclear burning lifecycles. An aging 
s ta r which exhausts its  supply  of nuclear fuel will begin to con tract in size as its 
reduced therm al pressure gives way to  its inw ard g rav itational force. For stars which 
are form ed w ith  masses on th e  order of 1 —8M q , the contraction  is halted  by electron 
degeneracy pressure. T his pressure results because of th e  H eisenberg uncertain ty  
principle, which says th a t as th e  volume occupied by th e  electrons decreases, their 
relative m om enta m ust increase. Thus electrons respond to a decrease in volume 
with an increase in pressure. T he electron degeneracy pressure is large because, 
according to  th e  Pauli exclusion principle, no more th a n  two electrons can occupy 
a single quan tum  s ta te . W hen a s ta r contracts to  a size where it is supported  by 
electron degeneracy pressure it is known as a w hite dwarf. Typical radii of white 
dwarfs are on th e  order of 10.000 km , which is about th e  sam e as th e  radius of the 
Earth; typical masses of w hite dwarfs are on the  order of the  m ass of th e  sun.
For stars which are in itia lly  m ore massive than  ~  8M®, even th e  force due to the 
electron degeneracy pressure will not be strong enough to  balance th e ir gravitational 
force. These stars will con tract to the point where th e ir electrons and  protons are 
forced to  m erge and form  neutrons. It is th e  degeneracy pressure of th e  neutrons 
th a t finally will halt th e  contraction  of such stars. T he radii of these “neutron  stars” 
are ~  10 km; th is is two to  th ree  orders of m agnitude sm aller than  th e  radii of white 
dwarfs. (For th e  m ost m assive stars, even th e  neutron degeneracy pressure cannot 
halt the g rav itational contraction: they will u ltim ate ly  collapse to form  black holes.)
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3One possible source of detectab le  gravitational wave rad ia tion  is a  rapidly ro­
ta ting , slightly nonaxisym m etric  pulsar. A pulsar is a  ro ta tin g  neu tron  s ta r whose 
beam ed electrom agnetic em ission is detected as pulses w ith  radio telescopes. T he 
advantage of try in g  to  de tec t th e  gravitational wave rad ia tion  from  a  pulsar is th a t 
th e  frequency of th e  rad ia tion  is known from radio observations of th e  pulsar (the 
grav itational wave rad ia tion  frequency is expected to  be tw ice th e  ro ta tion  frequency 
of the pulsar). T hus a  resonant gravitational wave d e tec to r can be built which is 
tuned  to a  p articu la r source. In New et al. (1995), rep rin ted  in  C hap ter 6 of this 
work, we have analy tica lly  estim ated  the streng th  of th e  g rav ita tiona l wave em is­
sion from ~  470 pulsars in order to  determ ine if any known source m ay be em itting  
detectable am ounts of g rav ita tional wave radiation.
A nother possible source of detectable g rav itational wave rad ia tion  is a com­
pact s ta r th a t encounters th e  ro tationally  induced ^ bar-m ode” instability , which 
deforms the  ob ject into a  bar-like  structu re w ith spiral a rm s extending  from each 
end. Because th e  induced bar-like  structu re  is highly nonaxisym m etric and  rotating, 
gravitational wave rad ia tion  should be em itted  during its form ation  and  subsequent 
evolution. Because the  evolution of an object undergoing th e  bar-m o d e  instabil­
ity  is driven by strongly  nonlinear tidal effects, it can be properly  m odeled only 
w ith  three-d im ensional (3D) num erical hydrodynam ic techniques. T he results of 
our hydrodynam ic sim ulation  of th is instability  are presented  in C hap ter 5.
Coalescing com pact b inary  s ta r  systems are expected  to  be relatively  strong 
sources of g rav ita tional wave radiation. A fraction of all w hite dwarfs and  neutron 
stars are expected  to  be m em bers of binary system s since m any stars, including 
~  70% of solar type  stars, have one or more com panions (B odenheim er 1992 and 
references therein). Indeed, bo th  double white dw arf and  double neu tron  sta r bina­
ries are known to  exist (see §1.1 below). One of the m ost no table of these systems
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4is the binary pulsar 1913+16 discovered by Hulse & Taylor in 1974 (H ulse & Taylor 
1975). The observations of th is b inary  gave th e  first indirect evidence th a t gravi­
ta tional wave rad ia tion  ac tua lly  exists. Taylor Sz W eisberg (1989) have shown th a t 
PSR  1913+16 is losing o rb ita l angular m om entum  at precisely the  ra te  a t which 
general re la tiv ity  predicts th a t g rav itational wave radiation will remove it from the 
system. The em ission of g rav ita tona l wave rad ia tion  from close binaries like PSR 
1913+16 will, in fact, cause th e ir  com ponents to  merge in approxim ately  108 years.
The gravitational wave rad ia tion  em itted  during the inspiral phase of double 
neutron s ta r b inary  evolution (i.e., before tidal effects control th e  evolution) is likely 
to be detected by te rre stria l interferom etric detectors such as LIGO and VIRGO, 
which will be sensitive to  frequencies in the  range of 10—103 Hz (A bram ovici et al. 
1992; C utler et al. 1993; T horne 1995). T he first generation of LIGO detectors, 
currently being constructed  in Louisiana and th e  s ta te  of W ashington, will have the 
capability of detecting  rad ia tion  from the  coalescence of a  double neutron  s ta r  binary 
a t 20 Mpc, th e  distance to  th e  Virgo cluster of galaxies (T horne 1995). However, 
some have suggested th a t one m ay have to  go out to  distances of 200-400 Mpc to  see 
several double neutron  s ta r  coalescences per year (see discussion in §1.1). It m ay be 
possible for first generation LIGO detectors to see a  coalescence a t 200 Mpc; however, 
this detection will be m ade easier w ith  advanced versions of LIGO. Proposed “dual- 
recycled” interferom eters and  spherical “T IG A ” type resonant detectors will be 
more sensitive than  LIGO to th e  higher frequency radiation. ~  103 Hz, em itted  
during the brief final m erger stage of the coalescence (Meers 1988; S train  & Meers 
1991; Cutler e t al. 1993; M erkowitz & Johnson 1994: Thorne 1995; however, see 
Wilson & M athews 1995 who indicate  th a t the gravitational wave rad ia tion  em itted  
during this phase m ay have a  lower frequency than  previously expected; see also 
§1.2 below). T he g rav itational wave radiation em itted  during the  m erger phase in
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double w hite dw arf b inary  evolution is unlikely to  be detected  in the near fu ture 
because th e  expected frequency of th e  rad iation  falls in or ju s t beyond the  upper end 
of the frequency range (10-4 -1 0 -1 Hz) of proposed space-based laser interferom etric 
detectors (Faller et al. 1989; Hough e t al. 1995) and the  duration  of the  phase will 
be too short to  produce a significant signal in this range of th e  detecto rs’ sensitivity.
In add ition  to the  g rav itational wave rad iation  th a t is expected to be em itted  
from such events, the coalescence of double w hite dw arf and double neutron star 
binaries is im p o rtan t to  exam ine since this process m ay produce a  num ber of astro- 
physically in teresting  objects and events. Double w hite dw arf b inary  mergers have 
been suggested as precursors to som e T ype la  Supernovae (Iben & Tutukov 1984; 
Iben 198S, 1991; Iben & W ebbink 1989; Branch et al. 1995) and  to long gam m a-ray  
bursts (K atz  &: Canel 1996). W hite dw arf-w hite dw arf m ergers m ay also lead to 
the form ation of massive single w hite dwarfs or neutron  stars (Colgate & Petschek 
1982; Saio & Nomoto 1985; Iben & Tutukov 1986; Kawai, Saio, & N om oto 1987; 
Chen & Leonard 1993); to  the  form ation of subdw arf stars; or to the  form ation of 
hydrogen deficient, highly lum inous stars (Iben 1990 and references therein: W eb­
bink 1984). N eutron s ta r-n eu tro n  s ta r  mergers m ay result in bursts of gam m a-rays 
and neutrinos, in the production of r-process elem ents, and  in th e  form ation of 
black holes (E ichler et al. 1989; M eyer 1989; N aravan, Paczriski, & P iran  1992; Ra- 
sio & Shapiro 1992; Davies, Benz, P iran , & Thielem ann 1994; K atz & Canel 1996; 
Lipunov e t al. 1995; Ruffert, Janka, & Schafer 1996; bu t see the sim ulations of Shi- 
bata, N akam ura, and O ohara [1993] and Janka & Ruffert [1996] which cast doubt on 
the neutron s ta r-n eu tro n  s ta r  m erger scenario as a precursor to  gam m a-ray  bursts).
A lthough this work investigates th ree types of astrophysical system s th a t m ay 
be sources of detectable g rav itational wave radiaiton -  nonaxisym m etric pulsars: 
rapidly ro ta tin g  com pact stars undergoing the bar-m ode instability; and coalescing
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6com pact binaries -  the  preponderance of our research has focussed on com pact 
binaries. This being the  case, we have devoted the rem ainder of th is  chap ter to 
a  thorough in troduction to  the ir study, which begins w ith  a  discussion of the ir 
form ation, the estim ated  size of th e ir population, and the ir observation. T hen  the  
previous com putational investigations of such system s will be sum m arized. Because, 
like the  evolution of objects undergoing th e  bar-m ode instability, the  final stages of 
b inary  m ergers are controlled by nonlinear tidal effects, m ost of these investigations 
have involved num erical hydrodynam ics. Finally, a preview of our hydrodynam ic 
study  of close com pact binaries will be given.
1.1 The Compact Binary Population
T he progenitor of a  close com pact b inary  is a  m ain sequence binary  th a t evolves 
through a t least one, and  possibly several, com m on envelope phases, during  which 
frictional drag forces m ay substan tia lly  reduce the separation of th e  com ponents 
(rben 1988; Iben & W ebbink 1988; Iben & Livio 1993 and references there in : Tutukov 
& Yungelson 1993). In the  double neu tron  s ta r binary case, the  b inary  and  its com ­
ponents m ay also have to survive two supernova explosions (Yamaoka, Shigeyam a. 
& Nomoto 1993, and references therein).
T he ra te  of all w hite dw arf-w hite  dw arf mergers in the  G alaxy has been esti­
m ated  in th e  s tandard  m odel of Yungelson et al. (1994) to be 2.2 x 10~2 y r_1; ~  50% 
of this ra te  corresponds to m ergers of binaries with low mass, helium  com ponents 
(possibly resulting in the  form ation of subdw arf sdO and sdB stars [Iben 1990 and 
references therein]); ~  30% corresponds to  mergers of binaries w ith one low mass, 
helium  com ponent and one higher mass, carbon-oxygen com ponent (possibly resu lt­
ing in th e  form ation of sdO or hydrogen deficient, luminous R C rB -like stars [Iben
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1990 and references therein]); and ~  20% corresponds to  mergers of binaries w ith  
high mass, carbon-oxygen (or oxygen-neon-m agnesium ) com ponents, 3 /4  of which 
have a  to ta l mass M r  exceeding th e  C handrasekhar mass lim it M c h  (possibly re­
sulting  in T ype la  Supernovae explosions or in collapses to neutron stars [see e.g., 
Saio & Nomoto 1985; Iben 1991 and references therein]). If all of these predicted 
double carbon-oxygen s ta r m ergers w ith  M r  > M c h  ended in Type la  Supem ovae, 
the corresponding T ype la  Supernovae ra te  in the  G alaxy would be 3 x 10-3 y r -1 
(Yungelson e t al. 1994); this upper lim it appears to  be consistent w ith recent es­
tim ates th a t place th e  to ta l T ype la  Supernovae ra te  in the  G alaxy in th e  range 
of ~  1 to 4 x 10-3 y r-1 (Tam m ann, Loffler, &: Schroder 1994; van den Bergh & 
M cClure 1994).
It has been suggested th a t m ajo r observational surveys which looked for w hite 
dw arf-w hite dw arf binaries w ith no success (R obinson & Shafter 1987; Foss, Wade, & 
Green 1991) are not in conflict w ith theoretical estim ates of the  size of the  population 
of these binaries, bu t instead have null results because the searches were conducted 
in a period range where not m any w hite dw arf-w hite dw arf binaries are expected 
to be found or because the  sam ples considered were too lim ited in size (Iben 1991; 
Yungelson e t al. 1994). In fact, six close double w hite dw arf binaries have recently 
been discovered in a  survey of low mass w hite dwarfs (M arsh 1995; M arsh, Dhillon, 
&: Duck 1995), bringing the to ta l num ber of known close w hite dw arf-w hite dw arf 
binaries to eight (see Saffer, Liebert, & Olszewski 1988; and Bragaglia e t al. 1990a.) 
A list of 24 known w hite dw arf-w hite dw arf binaries is given in Bragaglia (1996) 
and includes the eight close system s m entioned above. Sion et al. (1991) list 21 wide 
w hite dw arf-w hite dw arf pairs (a t least seven of which are also listed in Bragaglia 
1996). A partia l list of in teracting w hite dw arf-w hite dw arf binaries, consisting of 
five system s, is given in A bbott et al. (1992). To date, however, no close w hite
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8dw arf-w hite dw arf pairs w ith M r  >  M ch  have been found. This may be because 
searches focussed on DA type w hite dwarfs would not find double carbon-oxygen 
w hite dw arf pairs which contain  possibly little  to  no hydrogen (Bragaglia et al. 
1990a, b; Yungelson e t al. 1994). Furtherm ore, because the individual spectra  of 
these m assive carbon-oxygen com ponents m ay be m ore sim ilar than  those in o ther 
double w hite dw arf binaries, it may be difficult to  detect radial velocity variations 
w ith m ethods som etim es used in these searches (Yungelson et al. 1994 and references 
therein).
T he m ost recent estim ates of the neutron s ta r-n e u tro n  sta r m erger ra te  vary by 
a  factor of ~  100. O n th e  lower end, rates based on observations of known binary 
pulsars (of which there  are presently  about four) are  ~  3 —6 x 10-6 y r-1 in th e  Galaxy 
or ~  1 — 3 y r-1 ou t to a  d istance of ~  200 M pc (N arayan, Piran, & Shemi 1991; 
Phinney 1991). These estim ates may need to be lowered substantially  (the distance 
out to which one m ust go to see several mergers per year m ay need to be increased by 
a  factor of two) since recent binary pulsar searches have been unsuccessful (Thorne 
1995 and  reference therein). O n the higher end, using a  num erical code based on 
evolutionary scenarios, Tutukov &; Yungelson (1993) estim ated  the rate  to  be up 
to  100 y r-1 out to  200 M pc (see also Lipunov e t al. 1995, whose estim ate for the 
m erger ra te  in th e  Universe is about a factor of ten  higher than  th a t of Tutukov & 
Yungelson 1993). Tutukov & Yungelson (1993) suggest th a t observational samples 
of binary pulsars are incom plete. T heir work predicts th a t m any double neutron star 
binaries are form ed w ith short orbital periods and  are therefore difficult to detect 
because the ir lifetim es are shortened due to strong gravitational wave emission.
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91.2 Previous Work on Merging Compact Binaries
As previously m entioned, th e  final stages of close binary evolution can be prop­
erly m odeled only with th ree-d im ensional (3D) num erical hydrodynam ic techniques. 
T he first step in perform ing such a  sim ulation is th e  construction  of an appropri­
a te  in itia l model. The coalescence of the  chosen binary  system  m ust proceed on a 
dynam ical timescale (on th e  order of a few initial o rb ita l periods), in order for an 
explicit hydrodynam ics code to  be able to  carry out th e  sim ulation in a  reasonable 
am ount of com putational tim e. Hence, the com ponents of th e  in itia l binary model 
m ust e ither be at a  separation w here they  are dynam ically unstab le  to  coalescence or 
they  m ust be brought to th e  point of dynam ical instab ility  from a  wider separation 
(e.g., by draining orbital angular m om entum  away from the  system  in a way tha t 
mim ics the  effects of the g rav ita tional wave rad iation  reaction).
T he identification of the  point of dynam ical instab ility  can be accomplished via 
a  stab ility  analysis of a set of b inary  models constructed  in hydrosta tic  equilibrium, 
along a  constant mass sequence of decreasing orb ital separation. This sequence 
serves as an approxim ate represen ta tion  of the evolution of th e  b inary  as its com­
ponents are brought closer toge ther by the effects of g rav itational wave radiation. 
Such analyses have recently been done by Lai, Rasio, & Shapiro (hereafter LRS) and 
by Rasio & Shapiro (hereafter RS) for binaries w ith polytropic equations of s ta te  
(EO S). In a polytropic EOS, th e  pressure P  is expressed in te rm s of the density p 
as P  = K p 1+l/n, where I\ is the  polytropic constant and n is th e  polvtropic index 
(see §2.1.1). The analytical work of LRS utilized an approxim ate energy variational 
m ethod and studied detached binaries w ith com ponents having various mass ratios, 
spins, and polytropic indices (LRS 1993a. b, 1994a, b). T he num erical work of 
RS utilized the sm oothed partic le  hydrodynam ics (SPH) technique and studied de­
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tached  and  contact binaries w ith com ponents having various mass ratios, but equal 
spins and  polytropic indices (RS 1992, 1994, 1995; for earlier work see Gingold & 
M onaghan 1979: Hachisu & Eriguchi 1984a, b; Hachisu 1986b).
1.2.1 N eutron Star Binary System s
T he investigations of the stab ility  of close binaries performed by LRS (1993a, b, 
1994a, b) and  RS (1992, 1994, 1995) were done stric tly  in the N ew tonian lim it, which 
is only an approxim ation when, as in th e  case of double neutron stax binaries espe­
cially, strong  gravitational fields are present. W ilson M athews (1995, hereafter 
W M) have used a fully relativistic 3D finite difference hydrodynam ics (FDH) code 
to s tu d y  th e  stab ility  of close neutron s ta r-n e u tro n  s ta r binaries constructed  w ith a 
realistic equation  of s ta te  (EOS). T hey found th a t relativistic effects m ay induce th e  
collapse of th e  individual stars before m erger and cause the orb ital frequency of a 
b inary  a t th e  point of dynam ical instab ility  to be lower (and the separation larger) 
than  in previous analytical and num erical determ inations. This second result is im ­
p o rtan t because it means tha t the  g rav ita tional wave signal from coalescence m ight 
occur in a lower frequency range, where te rre stria l interferom etric grav itational wave 
rad ia tion  detectors are expected to be m ore sensitive.
As in th e  case of the stability  analyses, m ost simulations of the  actual mergers 
of com pact binaries have been perform ed in th e  context of Newtonian hydrodynam ­
ics. S h ibata , N akam ura, & O ohara (hereafter SNO. 1993) have published the  la test 
in a  series of papers reporting on N ew tonian finite difference hydrodynam ics sim ­
ulations of double neutron star binary m ergers performed by the ir group in Jap an  
(see also O ohara & N akam ura 1990 [hereafter ON]; Nakamura & O ohara [hereafter 
NO] 1989, 1991; SNO 1992). Using a stiff polytropic equation of s ta te  (polytropic 
index n =  1.0), these authors have carried  out merger sim ulations s ta rting  w ith
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bo th  equilibrium  and nonequilibrium  binaries whose com ponents had  various mass 
ratios, in itial spins, inw ard velocities, and separations. A lthough th e  sim ulations 
were N ew tonian, the effects of the  g rav ita tional rad ia tion  reaction on the  fluid were 
included in all bu t the first paper. T he waveforms (the  variation of th e  am plitude 
of the  rad ia tion  w ith respect to tim e) and  spectra  of th e  em itted  g rav itational wave 
rad iation  were com puted in the quadrupole approxim ation (stric tly  valid only in the 
weak-field, slow-motion lim it [Landau & Lifshitz 1962; Misner, T horne, & W heeler 
1973]). In th e  m ajority  of the sim ulations, the b inary  com ponents are driven to­
gether e ither via angular m om entum  loss due to  the  radiation reaction  or by a 
com bination of the  radiation reaction and  inward radial velocities im posed on the  
in itial models. T he sim ulations presented  in the first two papers in the  series used 
141 x 141 x 141 C artesian grid cells; those in the rem aining papers were performed 
on a C artesian grid of resolution 141 x 141 x 131 and  assum ed sym m etry  about the 
o rb ita l plane.
T he m ost com m on end point of this group's sim ulations of massive, syn­
chronously ro ta ting  neu tron  s ta r-n eu tro n  sta r binaries is an ellipsoidal merged core 
th a t gradually becomes m ore axisym m etric as gravitational wave rad ia tion  carries 
away angular m om entum . T he authors predict th a t these configurations will collapse 
to form  black holes. However, in the  sim ulations where massive b inary  com ponents 
were initially given inward velocities o r were initially  counterro tating  (w ith respect 
to the  direction of the angular velocity of the system ) and given no inward veloc­
ities (M odel III in SNO 1992), the m erged configurations, although still predicted 
to  form black holes, tended to be m ore axisym m etric. The degree of asym m etry 
in th e  m erged core is of significance because axisym m etric objects spinning about 
the ir m inor axes do not em it g rav itational wave radiation. Thus, th e  longer the 
system  rem ains nonaxisym m etric. th e  longer the duration  of the grav itational wave
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rad iation  signal will be and th e  easier it will be to  detect. One additional result 
from the ir m erger sim ulation of Model III in SNO (1992) was th a t the cores of the 
individual s ta rs  took  m uch longer to coalesce th a n  in th e  sim ulations of synchronous 
binaries; hence th e  am plitude of the  em itted  g rav ita tional wave radiation during the 
m iddle of th e  evolution was higher than  in th e  synchronous cases. These authors 
suggest th a t th is  difference in the  waveforms m ay allow for the  identification of the 
initial spins of th e  b inary  com ponents.
T he m ost recen t paper in this series (SNO 1993) studies the coalescence of a 
binary sim ilar to  M odel III in SNO (1992) w ith th e  difference being th a t the com­
ponents were given large initial inward velocities. This in itia l condition was chosen 
to represent th e  “plunge” s ta te  of a  coalescing binary  whose o rb ita l separation has 
decreased to th e  p o in t where, due to relativ istic effects, circular orbits are no longer 
possible (K idder, W ill, W isem an 1993). D uring th e  early  evolution of this system , 
the waveform of th e  em itted  gravitational wave rad ia tion  resembles the waveform 
of a neu tron  s ta r-n e u tro n  s ta r  head-on collision and  a t la te r tim es is sim ilar to th a t 
of M odel III in th e  previous paper. The overall efficiency of the  emission of gravi­
ta tional wave rad ia tio n  from th e  m erger of this system  is lower than  th a t of Model 
III. A t th e  end of th e  new sim ulation, the  m erged configuration still had a double­
core s tru c tu re  b u t would be expected to becom e m ore axisym m etric as gravitational 
wave rad ita tio n  continues to  carry away angular m om entum . These authors again 
predicted th a t th e  final s ta te  of this system  would be a black hole. They also noted 
th a t, because all o f th e  m ateria l in the  m erged configuration lies w ithin the last 
stable o rb it, no disk  will encircle the black hole when it is formed. This casts doubt 
on m odels of g am m a-ray  bursts which require such a  disk (N arayan, Pacznski. &: 
P iran 1992).
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In th e ir  hydrodynam ic sim ulations of th e  coalescence of synchronous double neu­
tron  s ta r  binaries w ith various mass ratios and stiff equations of s ta te (n  <  1 ), RS 
used th e  sam e N ew tonian sm oothed partic le  hydrodynam ics code utilized in their 
s tab ility  analyses of polytropic binaries to  follow the  m erger of binaries they had 
determ ined  to be dynam ically unstable (RS 1992, 1994). T he num ber of particles 
used per s ta r  was 8,000 in RS (1992) and 20,000 in RS (1994). T hey  also com puted 
the  em itted  gravitational wave radiation in the  quadrupole approxim ation, but did 
not account for rad ia tion  reaction forces. These au thors found th a t th e  models with 
stiffer equations of s ta te  (n <  0.5) produced merged cen tral ob jects th a t had less 
mass in the  halos surrounding them  and were m ore triax ia l th an  those w ith softer 
equations of s ta te . However, th e  results of the ir m erger sim ulation  of a  binary with 
n =  1 .0 , which produced an axisym m etric configuration, are in contrast with those 
of a sim ilar sim ulation done by SNO (1992) which produced an ellipsoidal core.
Davies et al. (1994) and Zhuge, Centrella, & M cM illan (ZCM ) performed 
sm oothed partic le  hydrodynam ics sim ulations of m erging double neutron sta r bi­
naries w ith  polytropic equations of s tate . T he com ponents of th e ir  initially widely 
separated , equal mass binaries were brought to coalescence via a  point mass approx­
im ation to  the  angular m om entum  loss due to  th e  g rav ita tional wave radiation re­
action. This artificial angular m om entum  drain  was shut off once dynam ical merger 
began, since this approxim ation is then clearly invalid. (ZCM also gave the stars 
initial inw ard rad ial velocities.) Davies et al. (1994), using 1,256 to  4,271 particles 
per s ta r, investigated the consequences of varying the  in itia l spins of the  components 
on the  outcom e of the  coalescence and found th a t the th ick  disk surrounding the 
axisym m etric core of the merged object becam e more m assive as the  initial spins 
of the  s ta rs  were increased. T hey predicted th a t their m erged configurations will 
eventually  form black holes. They also discussed their results in relation to the
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possible production  of r-process elem ents and  of gam m a-ray  bursts, claim ing th a t 
if neutron stax -n eu tro n  sta r mergers axe sources of gam m a-ray  bursts, then  these 
bursts would likely be beam ed through baryon-free funnels above th e  merged con­
figurations’ polar regions. ZCM, using 1,024 to 4,096 paxticles per s tar, focussed on 
the effects of varying th e  polytropic index and the  initial radii of the  com ponents 
on the spectrum  of th e  gravitational wave rad iation  em itted  during th e  mergers of 
noncorotating binaries. These authors, like RS (1992, 1994), found th a t the coales­
cence of a b inary  w ith  a very stiff equation  of s ta te  [n =  0.5) resulted  in a triaxial 
merged core rad ia tin g  gravitational wave rad ia tion  while the m erger of a binary w ith 
a softer equation  of s ta te  (n =  1 .0 ) produced an axisym m etric, nonradiating final 
configuration. T hey  also found th a t increasing either the radii of the  stars or the 
stiffness of the ir equation  of s ta te  caused characteristic  features in th e  gravitational 
wave rad iation  sp ec tra  to occur a t lower frequencies. Thus th e  fu tu re  detection 
of such g rav ita tional wave radiation sp ec tra  m ay provide valuable insights into the 
structu re  of neu tron  stars.
Ruffert, Janka, k  Schafer (1996, hereafter RJS) and Janka k  Ruffert (1996) 
utilized th e  finite difference hydrodynam ics Piecewise Parabolic M ethod (PPM ) to 
carry out the ir sim ulations of double neu tron  s ta r  binary merger. In addition to  us­
ing a realistic neu tron  s ta r (NS) equation of s ta te , they also incorporated  the  effects 
of neutrino em ission. T he com ponents of the ir widely separated, nonequilibrium  
initial models were brought together via th e  gravitational wave rad ia tion  reaction 
(according to th e  prescrip tion given by SNO 1992, which is based on the  m ethod of 
Blanchet. D am our, k  Schafer 1990). C ontrary  to  the work of Davies e t al. (1994) 
and ZCM. the  rad ia tion  reaction was not tu rned  off once dynam ical m erger began. 
The C artesian grids used were 64 x 16 x 64 and 128 x 32 x 128 in size and were as­
sumed to  be sym m etric  about the orb ital plane. These authors analyzed the results
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of varying th e  in itia l spins of th e  stars in regards to th e  evolution of th e  binaries and 
to the  characteristics of the gravitational wave rad ia tion  em itted  (R JS). Only the 
m erger of th e  in itia l m odel whose com ponents had  spins in the  direction opposite to 
the o rb ita l m otion  resu lted  in a  nearly spherical configuration; m odels w ith initially 
nonspinning o r coro ta ting  com ponents resu lted  in som ew hat triax ial final config­
urations. T he  m odels w ith more initial to ta l angular m om entum  also had higher 
peak am plitudes in th e ir gravitational wave rad ia tion  waveforms. These authors 
also pred ic ted  th e  collapse of the merged configurations to  black holes. Janka 
Ruffert (1996) looked specifically a t w hether ann ih ila tion  of neu trino -an tineu trino  
pairs produced du ring  and  after neutron s ta r-n eu tro n  s ta r  m erger could provide the 
energy necessary for gam m a-ray  bursts to  occur. T hey concluded th a t the  resultant 
energy in th e ir sim ulations was too low (by a  factor of ten  or more) to account for 
the lum inosities of typical gam m a-ray  bursts.
1.2.2 W hite D w arf Binary System s
Mergers of w hite  dw arf-w hite dwarf binaries were first sim ulated by Benz et al. 
(1990). T hey  used sm oothed particle hydrodynam ics techniques to construct an ini­
tial binary w ith  th e  zero -tem pera tu re  w hite dw arf equation  of s ta te  (Chandrasekhar 
1967), a ratio  of com ponent masses q =  0.8, and a  secondary (the in itially  less mas­
sive s ta r) forced to  overflow its Roche lobe by ~  8 % and then  followed th e  system 
to  coalescence. T he  prim ary  (the initially m ore m assive s ta r) was m ade up of 3,000 
particles and  th e  secondary was made up of 4,000 particles. T he merged object 
had a ro ta tin g  core (the  prim ary) enclosed by a hot envelope and surrounded by a 
centrifugally supported  thick disk (both com posed of m ateria l from the disrupted 
secondary sta r).
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RS also m odeled double w hite dw arf b inary  coalescence w ith  sim ulations of dy­
nam ically unstab le  polytropic binaries w ith  a  ra th e r soft equation  of s ta te  (poly­
tropic index n  =  1.5) and  various mass ratios (RS 1995). T heir in itia l models, com­
posed of 2 0 , 0 0 0  particles per star, were once again constructed  and  evolved with 
sm oothed partic le  hydrodynam ics techniques and  resulted  in m erged axisym m etric 
cores, ro ta ting  rap id ly  and  nearly uniform ly, surrounded by differentially ro tating 
halos. None of th e  final configurations of Benz et al. (1990) and  RS (1995) were in a 
s ta te  of collapse. T he outcom es of th e  subsequent evolution of these configurations 
depend on com plex issues such as angular m om entum  tran sp o rt, accretion rates, and 
the conditions for th e  onset and propagation of nuclear burning (see Mochkovitch 
& Livio 1990 and  recent reviews by B ranch e t al. 1995 and W heeler 1996).
Table 1.1 sum m arizes the  particu lars of th e  sim ulation work th a t has been done 
to da te  on the  m erging of equal mass binaries. T he first colum n gives the  authors 
of the  work in question. The second colum n gives the  num erical hydrodynam ic 
technique used (finite difference hydrodynam ics/sm oothed  partic le  hydrodynam ­
ics). T he th ird  colum n indicates in w hat fram e of reference th e  sim ulations were 
perform ed (in e rtia l/ro ta tin g ). T he fourth  colum n gives the  equation  of s ta te  used. 
The fifth colum n shows w hether or not th e  in itia l m odel used was an equilibrium  
model (both m eans th a t bo th  equilibrium  and  nonequilibrium  in itia l models were 
used). T he six th  colum n shows w hether or not the  g rav itational wave radiation 
back reaction forces were accounted for in the  sim ulations ( approx m eans tha t a 
point m ass prescrip tion was used to approxim ate the  effects of the  back reaction and 
was tu rned  off once dynam ical m erger began). T he seventh colum n shows whether 
or not inwaxd radial velocities were given to  the  in itial models (plunge means tha t 
these inward velocities were quite large; both m eans th a t both m odels th a t had and 
had not been given inw ard velocities were used). The eighth colum n shows what













T ab le  1.1: S u m m a ry  o f  P rev ious  S im u la t io n s  o f  th e  M ergers  o f  E qual M ass  B inaries




Spin R e la t iv i ty
W M  1095 F D H Inert ia l 71 =  1.0 yes no no CO yes
ON  1989 FD1I Ine r t ia l 71 =  1.0 no no no CO no
N O  1989 F D H Inertia l 71 =  1.0 no yes no CO no
O N  1990 F D H Inertia l n  =  1.0 yes yes b o th CO no
NO 1991 F D H R o ta t in g n — 1.0 yes yes yes CO no
S N O  1992 F D H Ine r t ia l n =  1.0 b o th yes no c o /c o u n te r no
SN O  1993 FD H Inertia l n =  1.0 yes yes p lunge c o u n te r no
RS 1992 S P H Inertia l 71 =  1.0 yes no no CO no
US 1991 S PH Inertia l 7i =  0.5 yes no no CO no
RS 1995 S P H Inertia l 71 =  1.5 yes no no CO no
Davies e t  al. 1991 S P H Inertia l —J II *“4 yes a p p ro x no various no
Z C M  1994 S P H Inert ia l n =  0 .5 ,  1.0 no a p p ro x yes non no
R JS  1996 F D H Inert ia l NS no yes yes various no
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spins the com ponents of the in itial m odels possessed with respect to th e  o rb ita l 
angular velocity of the  system  (co m eans corotating; counter means counterro tating; 
non m eans nonrotating). The last colum n lists w hether or not the  effects of general 
rela tiv ity  (in addition  to the back reaction) were included in the sim ulations.
1.3 Our Work on M erging Compact Binaries
We have used a 3D finite difference hydrodynam ics code to study  the  s tab ility  
of double w hite dw arf binaries constructed  w ith  th e  zero-tem pera tu re  w hite dw arf 
equation of s ta te , double neutron s ta r  binaries constructed  with realistic neu tron  s ta r 
equations of s ta te  of different stiffnesses (adap ted  from Cook. Shapiro, & Teukolsky 
1994), and, for th e  sake of com parison w ith previous work, polytropic binaries w ith 
n =  0.5, 1.0, and  1.5 equations of s ta te .
O ur investigation began with the  in ten t to  study  th e  stability  and coalescence of 
double w hite dw arf binaries. The in itial m odels for our sim ulations of these binaries 
were constructed  in hydrostatic equilibrium  to  be synchronously ro ta ting  system s 
w ith, for sim plicity, equal mass (q =  1.0) com ponents. O ur sim ulations are purely 
Newtonian, w ith  the exception of the  com putation  of th e  em itted  gravitational wave 
rad ia tion  which is done in the quadrupole approxim ation. Because the g rav itational 
fields of double w hite dwarf binaries are relatively weak, com putations done in the  
N ew tonian lim it are reasonable.
We have realized th a t it would be of in terest to  extend our study to  include 
binaries w ith stiffer equations of s ta te , i.e., those m ore appropriate to neu tron  stars. 
Because this was sim ply an extension of our study  of double white dw arf binaries, 
we began our sim ulations w ith the sam e choice of in itia l conditions -  synchronously 
ro tating , equal mass models in hydrostatic  equilibrium . Because the g rav itational
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fields of neutron s ta rs  are m uch stronger th a n  those of w hite dwarfs, general rela- 
tiv istic  effects are  certain  to  be of m ore im portance during th e  m ergers of double 
neutron s ta r binaries. Thus, in th e  neu tron  s ta r  case, N ew tonian m erger sim ula­
tions generally need to be viewed w ith caution . Furtherm ore, th e  viscosity present 
in double neu tron  s ta r  binaries is not expected  to be strong enough to enforce 
synchronization (B ildsten  k  C u tler 1992; K ochanek 1992) and  th e  viscosity of the 
degenerate m ateria l in double w hite dw arf binaries probably is not strong enough 
to synchronize th em  either (th is can be shown by applying the  argum ents given in 
Bildsten k  C u tler 1992 to w hite dwarfs and  using th e  values for the  viscosity of 
degenerate m ateria l given in D urisen 1973). However, if m agnetic fields are present, 
they may bring abou t synchronization. In any case, synchronization is a t least a 
simplifying assum ption.
In spite of these various sim plifications, there  is much to be learned from our 
study  of com pact binaries. As was noted in §1.2, purely N ew tonian m erger sim ­
ulations s ta rtin g  w ith  sim ilar, coro ta ting  equilibrium  models bu t using different 
numerical techniques (finite difference hydrodynam ics and sm oothed  particle hy­
drodynam ics) have not produced sim ilar results. T he discrepancy in the  outcom e of 
these basic sim ulations needs to  be resolved before the results of sim ulations which 
s ta rt from nonequilibrium , nonsynchronous models or of fully rela tiv istic  sim ula­
tions can be viewed w ith confidence. O ur finite difference hydrodynam ics stability  
analyses of polytropic binaries thus serve as a useful com parison w ith  the  sm oothed 
particle hydrodynam ics work of RS (1992, 1994, 1995). In add ition , this is the 
first m ethodical s tu d y  of the stab ility  of binaries w ith the  w hite dw arf equation of 
s ta te  and the  first investigation of the  s tab ility  of binaries with realistic neutron star 
equations of sta te .
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We have perform ed stab ility  analyses of equilibrium  sequences of binaries w ith 
th e  above m entioned polytropic and  realistic equations of s ta te . These sequences 
were constructed  w ith  the  Self-C onsistent Field technique of Hachisu (1986a, b) 
which produces m odels of ro ta ting  self-g rav itating  fluid system s in hydrostatic equi­
librium  (and was also used to construct the  in itia l m odel for our sim ulation of the 
bar-m ode instab ility ). T he presence of ex trem a in energy and  angular m om entum  
along th e  sequences, which are suggestive of the  existence of points of instability , 
and dynam ical tests  of the  s tab ility  of individual m odels along some of these se­
quences w ith th e  use of our 3D finite difference hydrodynam ics code, have m ade 
possible the  identification of dynam ically  unstab le  binaxy system s. These 3D finite 
difference hydrodynam ics tests of dynam ical s tab ility  were perform ed in a ro ta ting  
reference fram e in order to m inim ize the  effects of num erical viscosity. Furtherm ore, 
our explicit finite difference hydrodynam ics code is fully second-order in its spatia l 
and tem poral d iscretization. T he details of our Self-C onsistent Field and finite dif­
ference hydrodynam ics codes, used in the  sim ulations of bo th  the  binary system s 
and th e  bar-m ode instability, are presented in C hap ter 2 .
T he results of our stab ility  analyses are described in C hapter 3. T he m erger 
of the  binary system  located at th e  m inim um  of th e  n =  0 . 5  sequence, which we 
determ ined to be dynam ically unstable, has been followed w ith a 3D hydrodynam ic 
sim ulation. T he results of this sim ulation and  th e  grav itational wave rad ia tion  
waveforms em itted  during the  coalescence axe presented in C hap ter 4 . The num erical 
techniques used to  com pute the g rav itational wave rad ia tion  waveforms, em itted  
during this m erger evolution and th e  sim ulation of the  bar-m ode instability, are 
described in A ppendix A.
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Chapter 2 
Num erical Techniques
O ur sim ulations of close b inary  systems involve the solution of the following 
set of equations which govern th e  s truc tu re  and evolution of a  fluid in cylindrical 
coordinates:
the continuity  equation,
^ + V . 0 > ? ) = 0 : (2 . 1 )
the th ree  com ponents of the  equation  of m otion,










d R ~ p d R
d P d<f>
d z ~ p d z '
d P d §
do P d o '
e - v ) =  0 ;
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Poisson’s equation
V 2$  =  47rG/>; (2.6)
and the equation of s ta te  (see §2.1.1). In th e  above equations v  is th e  velocity; 
S  =  pu, T  =  pw, and  A  =  pRv#  are the  rad ia l, vertical, and angular m om entum  
densities, respectively (w here u , w, and are th e  radial, vertical, and  azim uthal 
com ponents of the  velocity, respectively); R ,  0, and  s  are the cylindrical coordinates; 
e is the in ternal energy density ; 7  is the ad iabatic  index: and $  is th e  grav itational 
potential.
If the only m otion of a  fluid system  is ro ta tion  about an axis w ith an angular 
velocity Cl, which is constan t in tim e and  a  function only of the d istance from 
the  rotation axis, th e  equations of m otion can be w ritten  as the following single 
expression:
- V P  + V $  + h20V V ( R )  =  0, (2.7)
P
where the z-axis has been chosen as the axis of ro tation , the centrifugal potential
$ { R )  =  —l / h l f C l 2( R ) R d R ,  and h0 is a  constan t. Such a fluid is said to be in
hydrostatic equilibrium  because the  forces due to  its pressure and to its g rav itational 
and centrifugal poten tials are in balance. All of the  binary systems stud ied  in this 
work and the in itial m odel used in th e  sim ulation of the  bar-m ode instab ility  have 
been constructed in hydrosta tic  equilibrium  according to this prescription.
2.1 Self-Consistent Field Code
The m ethod we have used to construct these equilibrium  models for our s ta ­
bility analyses of close binaries and for the s ta r t of our hydrodynam ic sim ulations 
is Hachisu’s Self-C onsistent Field (HSCF) technique (Hachisu 1986a, b). This i t­
erative technique produces rotating, self-grav itating  fluid systems in hydrostatic
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equilibrium . T he g rid -based  HSCF technique actually  solves the integral form of 
the equation  of hydrostatic  equilibrium  (2 .6 ) (for ease in trea tm ent of the boundary 
conditions):
H  +  <5 +  ho2V = C, (*--8 )
where H  =  /  p~l dP  is the  enthalpy of th e  fluid.
2.1.1 Equation o f State
T he first assum ption the HSCF technique makes in obtaining the solution to 
equation (2.7) is th a t the  fluid has a baro tropic equation  of sta te  (EOS) in which P  
is a function of p only. We have used th ree  types of barotropic EOS in this work. 
T he first, and sim plest, type is a polytropic EOS for which
P  =  A V + l/n , (2.9)
where K  is the  polytropic constant; and n , the  polytropic index, determ ines the 
degree of com pressibility of the fluid (the  higher the value of n, the more com press­
ib le/so fter the fluid). In this case the en thalpy  is w ritten  as
H  =  ( l + n ) A > 1/n. (2.10)
T he second type of EOS used is the ze ro -tem p era tu re  white dw arf (W D) EOS 
(C handrasekhar 1967) which represents the  pressure d istribution of a com pletely
degenerate electron gas:
P  =  a0 x  (2x2 — 3) (x 2 +  l)   ^ + 3  In (x  +  \ / l  +  x2)
(2 . 11 )
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where a 0 =  6.00 x 1022dynes cm -2 , b0 =  1.95(/ze/2 ) x 106g cm -3 , and p e is the m ean 
m olecular weight per electron. We have used (ie =  2 in all of our com putations. 
T he heaviest nonro ta ting  single object th a t can be constructed  w ith this EOS has a 
mass of 1.44M® (th is is the C handrasekhar m ass M c h  m entioned previously). The 
corresponding equation  for the enthalpy is
H =  8 ^ [ i + ( p / M 2/3] ‘/ 2 - (2-12)
T he th ird  type of EOS used is a  realistic neutron  s ta r  (NS) EOS. We have chosen 
th ree such EOS (from  among the fourteen realistic NS EOS listed in Cook. Shapiro, 
& Teukolsky [1994, hereafter CST]), each w ith  a different degree of com pressibility 
(one soft, one m edium , and one hard). Specifically, the  chosen soft EOS is C ST’s 
EOS F; the  m edium  one is C ST’s EOS FPS; and the hard  one is C ST ’s EOS L (see 
references w ithin CST for the original sources of these EOS). We obtained these 
EOS in ta b u la r form from Cook (1995). T he tables each provide ~  500 values of 
the  pressure P  for values of p ranging over 15 orders of m agnitude, from ~  8  g cm - 3  
to 1 0 16g c m - 3  (note th a t it is actually  the  num ber density  N  =  p/m atron-,  where 
m neutron =  1.67 x 10- 2 4  g, th a t is tabu la ted ). Because we u ltim ately  wanted to 
perform  parallel finite difference hydrodynam ics (FD H ) sim ulations of systems with 
these EOS an d  did not possess an in terpolation algorithm  designed for efficient use 
on a parallel m achine, polynom ial fits to the  tabu lar d a ta  were necessary.
In order to  ob ta in  polynom ial fits, each of the  th ree tab u la r EOS was divided into 
several pieces (5-7), then  each of these individual pieces was fit. via the  least squares 
m ethod using the  software package M athem atica, w ith a polynom ial approxim ation 
to the function log P(log.:V). Figures B .l, B.3, and B.5 in A ppendix B display a 
graphical com parison between the  tabu lar d a ta  and our individual polynom ial fits
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for each EOS. Figures B.2, B.4, and  B . 6  in A ppendix B show the  intersections of 
th e  individual polynom ial fits for each NS EOS. T he coefficients of the  polynom ial 
fits to  each EOS are given in Tables B .1-B .3  of A ppendix B. As an  exam ple, the 
polynom ial which represents th e  F  EOS in the density range p =  3.3332 x 10u  — 
6.3667 x 1013g c m - 3  is:
log P  =  E  ay (log N )j , 
i = 0
where a 0 =  2.1209E1, =  1.9243E2, a 2 =  -1 .5664E 1, a 3 =  4.2481E-1, and
=  —3.8331E-3. A graphical com parison betw een this polynom ial and th e  tabu lar 
d a ta  over th is density range is given in F igure 2.1.
As will be discussed below, th e  H SCF technique actually  com putes p from the 
d is tribu tion  of the enthalpy  H  instead  of from  the  pressure d istribu tion . The re­
quired  expression for p( H)  can be found by an inversion of the  expression for H(p)  
(see e.g., equations [2.9] and [2.11]) once it is determ ined from the  given EOS. This 
is not easily done, however, w ith th e  polynom ial representations of the  NS EOS 
because of the ir logarithm ic na tu re . T hus we returned  to th e  tab u la r NS EOS to 
calculate tab u la r representations of H( p)  and  then  obtained polynom ial fits to these 
new tables to  determ ine th e  required expressions for p{H).
Because P  and N  in the tab u la r EOS each vary over m any orders of m agnitude, 
we found it useful to rew rite H  =  /  p~l d P  as
T he in tegrand, dP/dp.  was found by tak ing  a  first-order num erical derivative of the 
particu la r tabu lar EOS. An approx im ate functional representation of th is (dP/dp.  
log p) array  was constructed via M a th e m a tic a l Interpolation function and then was
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Figure 2.1: Com parison with T abular D ata. (Identical to  Figure B .l.d  in Appendix 
B) A com parison between the tabu lar form of EOS F (Cook 1995) and our polyno­
m ial fit to  th a t d a ta  over the mass density range p =  3.3332E11-6.3667E13 g cm -3. 
Specifically, the  logarithm  of the pressure P  is shown as a  function of the  logarithm  
of th e  num ber density N .  Dots represent the tabu lar d a ta  and th e  solid curve shows 
our polynom ial fit.
num erically  in tegrated w ith M a th e m a tic a l recursive N Integrate function. This in­
teg ra tion  was done over ~  150 consecutive intervals of log p. T he m inim um  and 
m axim um  num ber of recursions done in each interval were chosen to be five and 
fifteen, respectively, and the num ber of points at which M athem atica sam pled the 
d P / d p  function in each interval before subdividing them  was set to  10. The coeffi­
cients of the  polynom ial fits to log p( H)  from the resulting (p,H)  arrays, obtained in 
th e  sam e m anner as the fits to the EOS, are given in Tables B .4-B .6 of Appendix B;
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Figures B.7, B.9, and B . l l  in A ppendix B display a graphical com parison between 
the  ta b u la r  d a ta  and these individual polynom ials; Figures B .8 , B.10, and B.12 in 
A ppendix  B show th e  intersection of th e  individual polynom ial fits.
2.1.2 Centrifugal Potential
T he second assum ption the HSCF technique makes in its solution of the equation 
of hydrosta tic  equilibrium  (2.7) involves the  form of the  centrifugal poten tial The 
2D version (Hachisu 1986a), used to construct axisym m etric objects, only requires 
th a t $  be a  function of the cylindrical radius R  alone. T he 3D m ethod (Hachisu 
1986b), however, only allows for the case of uniform ro ta tion  about the m inor axis 
of th e  system . Hence, ty(R)  =  —R 2/ 2 and the angular velocity D is a  constant 
=  h0. T he  binary  m odels studied here were all constructed  w ith the 3D HSCF 
m ethod; only the  axisym m etric initial m odel for our bar m ode sim ulation (C hapter 
5) was constructed  w ith the 2D version. In tha t case, th e  centrifugal potential for 
this differentially ro ta ting  polytrope was chosen to  be th a t of a uniform ly rotating 
M aclaurin spheroid (B odenheim er & O striker 1973),
=  _ y  [i _  ( i  -  M r ( R ) / M t )*]2 / &  dR.  (2.14)
The corresponding angular velocity is
n  = ho [l -  ( 1  -  M r { R ) I M t )*} R ' 2. (2.15)
In these two equations, M r  is the mass contained interior to radius R  and h0 is a
constan t =  (oJ / 2 M t ), where J  and M j are the to tal mass and angular m om entum ,
respectively.
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2.1.3 Gravitational Potential
O ur versions of the  HSCF 2D and 3D codes com pute th e  rem aining term  on the  
LHS of equation  (2.7), th e  gravitational potential, via a d irect num erical solution of 
Poisson’s equation ,
V 2$  =  4 ~Gp. (2.16)
D etails of the  m ethods used can be found in Tohline (1978).
2.1.4 Inputs, Boundary Conditions, and Sym m etries
T he key feature th a t differentiates the  HSCF m ethod from th e  original SCF 
m ethod of O striker h  M ark (1968) is th a t it requires th a t a p aram eter called the 
"axis ra tio ” be given as inpu t to the com putation. Fixing this axis ratio , which 
effectively determ ines the geom etry and the  topology of the  configuration, ensures 
the uniqueness of th e  converged solution. T he axis ratio  is chosen by selecting two 
points on th e  surface of the  object being constructed. In th e  2D m ethod, point A 
is set along th e  x -ax is a t a location th a t defines the equatorial rad ius of the  object. 
Point B is also set on the x-axis if one wants to  construct tori and thus m arks the 
inner rad ius of th e  torus; it is set on the  z-axis if one wants to  construct spheroids. 
In th e  3D m ethod , the points are chosen in a sim ilar m anner, bu t placing point 
B on th e  x -ax is produces a binary system  and placing it on the  z-ax is produces a 
"dum bbell” configuration. T he “axis ra tio” itself is equal to  R ( B ) / R { A )  if B is on 
the x -ax is  and to  z ( B ) / R ( A )  if B is on the  z-axis.
T he choices of th e  points A and B also determ ine the boundary  conditions for 
the solution to equation  (2.7). For the polytropic and the realistic NS EOS, p and 
P.  and  therefore H  are zero at the surface of the fluid. Thus,
H( A )  =  0 =  C - $ ( . 4 ) - / ^ ( . 4 ) ,  (2.17)
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H(B) =  0 =  C -  ${B)  -  hlV(B).  (2.18)
Once $  and $  are known, these two equations can be solved for C  and h\. The 
boundary conditions for the WD EOS are sim ilar, w ith  the  exception th a t H  =  
8ao/bo a t the  surface of the  w hite dwarf.
In every case, an  initial guess to  th e  p d is tribu tion  m ust also be given as input 
to the  HSCF code. For models constructed  w ith th e  WD and realistic NS EOS, 
the m axim um  p =  pmax m ust also be given as in p u t because it appears in the 
dim ensionless version of the p( H)  expression th a t is used in the  itera tion  process. 
However, in th e  polytropic case, converged models can actually  be obtained  w ithout 
an a priori  choice of pmaxi and then  la ter scaled as desired, because th e  dimensionless 
p does not depend on pmax.
O ur 3D equilibrium  configurations are assum ed to  be sym m etric about the z  =  
0  (equatorial) plane; this sym m etry  will be referred to as equatorial sym m etry. 
Because our version of the 3D HSCF code constructs binaries w ith  only equal mass 
com ponents, a  periodic sym m etry  over the  azim utha l range 0  <  <  tt is also
assum ed. This m eans th a t a  q uan tity  U  specified a t an  angle o  is equivalent to th a t 
sam e quan tity  specified a t all angles <t> for which <p' =  (<p + m - )  and  m  is an integer:
U{<f> + rmr) =  U{6).  (2.19)
This sym m etry  will be referred to  as x -sym m etry .
2.1.5 Iteration Process
T he HSCF itera tion  cycle begins w ith  a guess for the initial p d istribution. 
From this guess, $  can be determ ined v ia the solution of Poisson’s equation  (2.5).
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T hen , since th e  functional form of ’F(.ft) has been specified, C  and hi  can be found 
from  th e  boundary conditions. N ext, th e  H  d istribu tion  is com puted according 
to  equation  (2.7). Finally, a  new p d istribu tion  is calculated from th e  appropria te  
expression for p ( H ) and is used as the  inpu t for the  next iteration  cycle. The 
ite ra tion  continues until the  desired convergence criterion is m et. T he convergence 
criterion  requires th a t the  fractional changes in C , in h\,  and in the  m axim um  H  
betw een two successive iteration  steps be less than  a  chosen threshold. In our double 
precision com putations this threshold  is set to  1 0 - 6  or 1 0 -8 .
An estim ate  of the  quality  of th e  equilibrium  configuration achieved is ob ta ined  
from  a  determ ination  of how well the  energy is balanced in the system . This balance 
is m easured by the  virial error V E :
V E  =  2 T  + W  +  3 1 P  dV, (2.20)
where T  is the  kinetic energy; W  is the  g rav itational potential energy; and V  is the 
volum e of th e  model. T he virial errors in our equilibrium  models constructed  w ith 
polytropic and  WD EOS were typically  ~  10- 3 -10~4; those in models constructed  
w ith th e  realistic NS EOS were typically  ~  1 0 -2 .
Finally, because we were in terested  in constant mass sequences for our s tab ility  
analyses of close binaries, we also had to  perform  an iteration  in the choice of pmax 
until we arrived a t a configuration w ith th e  desired M t , in the case of m odels w ith 
th e  W D and realistic NS EOS. T he convergence criterion here was also 10- 6  o r 10-8 . 
As m entioned previously, in the polytropic case we are free to scale pmax, and thus 
M t - as desired.
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2.2 Finite Difference Hydrodynamics Codew  «/
A finite difference hydrodynam ics code solves equations (2.1-2.5), which govern 
the tem poral evolution of a fluid, on a  d iscrete num erical grid. FD H  codes differ from 
sm oothed particle hydrodynam ics (SPH ) codes in th a t they follow th e  evolution of 
the fluid as it flows through a  fixed set of grid cells, instead of trea tin g  th e  fluid as 
a  set of particles and following the  evolution of each particle.
T he 3D FDH code used in this present study  is a Fortran 90 version of the 
Fortran 77 code described by W oodward (1992) and Woodward, Tohline. & Hachisu 
(1994). It was w ritten , principally by W oodward, to  take advantage of th e  parallel 
arch itecture of the M asPars on which it is run. The accuracy of th e  code, defined by 
the size of th e  error in its trea tm en t of th e  advection (i.e.. the com putation  of the 
divergence term s in equations [2.1]-[2.4]), is second order in both  tim e and space. 
The advection schem e used and o ther num erical techniques em ployed are discussed 
in detail in W oodward (1992). T he solution to Poisson’s equation (2.5) is obtained 
through the  ADI m ethod (Cohl e t al. 1996). As in the HSCF code, the  grid cells 
are uniform ly spaced in each of the  th ree directions. The hydrodynam ic sim ulations 
presented here were perform ed on cylindrical grids w ith resolutions of 64 x 64 x 64.
In the binary s tab ility  analysis sim ulations presented in C hap ter 3, from ~  2,600 
to  16,700 tim esteps were required to follow each binary through one in itia l orb ital 
period P[. On the 8 K -node M asPar M P - 1  a t LSU, each tim estep took «  19 CPU  
seconds (or «  73 /isec per grid zone); hence, these sim ulations required  «  14 to 
8 8  CPU hours per Pi. This large range is due to the variation in the  size of the 
integration tim estep th a t could be taken in the  different sim ulations. T he size of this 
tim estep is restric ted  in order to  ensure th e  num erical stability  of th e  com putations. 
The sim ulations we perform ed to test the  dynam ical stability  of close binaries (see
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C h ap te r 3) varied in length from  I P /  to 5 P /. A few of these b inary  dynam ical 
s tab ility  test sim ulations were run  on the 4K -node M asPar M P -2  a t the  DOE Ames 
L aboratory  in Am es, Iowa. T he C PU  tim e per tim estep  for sim ulations conducted 
on th e  M P -2  is about 3 /5  th a t of the  tim e required run  on th e  M P - 1  a t LSU. The 
b inary  m erger and bar-m o d e  instab ility  sim ulations, which included bo th  artificial 
viscosity and a  com putation  of th e  gravitational wave rad ia tion  (G W R ) waveforms 
and were run  on LSU’s M P -I , took approxim ately an ex tra  6-7  seconds per tim estep . 
T he b inary  m erger sim ulation presented in C hapter 4 was run  for 29,000 tim esteps 
and took  ~  209 C PU  hours to  com plete. The b ar-m o d e  instab ility  sim ulation 
presented in C hap ter 5 was run for 30,000 tim esteps and  took ~  217 C PU  hours to 
com plete.
O ur FDH code typically  follows the  fluid evolution in the  inertia l reference frame. 
However, we chose to  incorporate the  option of running th e  code in a  fram e of refer­
ence which ro tates w ith  the  initial angular velocity of th e  fluid, Do. This choice was 
m otivated  by a desire to  m inim ize num erical effects which m ight artificially  influence 
the s tab ility  of th e  binary  system s studied. T he particu la r effect we sought to m in­
imize was dissipation due to num erical viscosity, which arises from  the  coarseness 
of th e  finite differencing. T he hope was th a t dim inishing th e  m otion  of the  fluid 
through th e  grid by running in the  ro tating  reference fram e would also dim inish the 
dissipative effects of num erical viscosity on the  fluid (see §3.2 for fu rther details). 
(We also tried  updating  th e  angular velocity of the ro ta tin g  fram e of reference once 
during some of th e  sim ulations presented here, in o rder to  fu rth er m inim ize the 
d issipation due to num erical viscosity).
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T he ro ta ting  reference fram e adds two term s to  th e  radial equation of motion 
(2.2) and one to  th e  azim uthal equation (2.4) (cf., N orm an & W ilson 1978):
f +v'(^ - + (2-21>
# * V . ( * )  =  - % - % - *  (2 .2 2 )
The p$IqR  te rm  th a t has been added to the radial equation  of m otion results from 
the centrifugal force; the  o ther two added term s resu lt from  th e  Coriolis force. 
Note th a t the centrifugal te rm  in equation (2.20) can be rew ritten  as A '2/{p R 3), 
where A' =  pQoR2. We use this form in the  actual com putation  of the centrifugal 
term , w ith A' cen tered  a t the  sam e place in each grid  cell as is A ,  in order to be 
num erically consistent w ith the  com putation of th e  cu rvatu re  te rm  A 2/ ( p R 3) in the 
radial equation of m otion.
D espite our dislike for num erical viscosity, we ac tua lly  have intentionally  intro­
duced another type  of viscosity, “artificial viscosity,” in to  the  code during the  binary 
m erger and b a r-m o d e  instab ility  sim ulations. A rtificial viscosity acts to sm ooth out 
the sharp discontinuities th a t shocks would create  should they  arise in th e  fluid, 
while properly accounting for the  physical im pact o f these shocks on the m om enta 
and in ternal energy of th e  fluid (cf., Stone iz N orm an 1992 and references therein; 
see also Tohline 1982 for a  discussion of th e  types of viscosity which m ay be present 
in physical system s and  num erical sim ulations). A rtificial viscosity is introduced 
into the  hydrodynam ic equations in a  way th a t appears sim ilar to  the  way the ac­
tual fluid viscosity would be, if it were accounted for in our sim ulations ( Bowers 
W ilson 1991). Specifically, it is represented by a stress Qij  whose contribution to
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th e  equations of motion is
= - V j  (Q i) ■ (2-23)
In th is equation, and throughout th is work, a  sum m ation over repeated  raised and  
lowered indices is implied; however no sum m ation  is implied over repea ted  lowered 
indices. In addition, when artificial viscosity is incorporated, th e  in ternal energy 
density  e is no longer constant bu t m ust be ad justed  for the  heating th a t results 
from  shocks. This change is w ritten  in term s of Qij  as
de  _ d v l
d t  =  j d x J '  (2‘24)
Because e is no longer constant, a  baro tropic EOS can no longer be used; P  m ust 
now account for the change in e. In  th is work, the runs which included artificial 
viscosity all began with polytropic in itia l m odels. In the sim ulations of these m odels, 
w ith  polytropic indices n, we have used th e  EOS for an ideal fluid,
P  =  (2.25)n
to  determ ine the  local pressure once e has been updated  in tim e.
Because we are only considering the  effects of bulk viscosity, we set th e  off- 
diagonal elem ents of Q,;, which represent th e  effects of shear viscosity, to zero. T he 
diagonal elem ents Qa are defined as:
Qii — CyisP
(A x t | ^ ) 2 i f A x tf ^ < 0 .
V *8* .; (2.26)
0  otherwise.
Here C vis is a  constant which sets th e  length scale over which the  shock discontinu­
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ities are sm eared. In our com putations, C „ a =  2. T he test of the  sign of A x { d v i /d x l 
in equation  (2.25) ensures th a t the  effects of artificial viscosity influence th e  flow 
only in regions of compression, not expansion.
It should be noted th a t our im plem entation of the  artificial viscosity is planar: 
th a t is, in  practice, th e  curvature of our cylindrical coordinate system  is ignored and 
Qij  itself is not defined as a true  tensor. Because of this, if strong shocks occur near 
the  origin, th e  energy will not be conserved (F inn &c Evans 1990; Bowers & W ilson 
1991). Since th is was not expected to  be th e  case in our sim ulations, th e  p lanar 
trea tm en t was deem ed adequate. Details of the finite difference im plem entation  of 
the  artificial viscosity are given in A ppendix A. Also presented in A ppendix  A is 
a  description of the GW R waveform com putation  and a discussion of th e  bound­
ary conditions, vacuum  trea tm en t, and ro ta tion  axis trea tm en t im plem ented in our 
hydrodynam ics code.
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Chapter 3 
Binary Stability Analyses
We have perform ed stab ility  analyses of close binaries in hydrostatic  equilibrium  
in order to  identify system s which are dynam ically  unstab le to coalescence and 
thus can be used as in itia l models in hydrodynam ic sim ulations of binary merger. 
These s tab ility  analyses were accom plished in two steps. F irs t, binary models were 
constructed  in hydrostatic  equilibrium  along constant mass sequences of decreasing 
binary separation. T hen , in order to  determ ine if there  exist separations a t which 
binaries on selected sequences becom e unstab le to  m erger on a dynam ical timescale. 
we used FDH  sim ulations to test th e  stab ility  of individual b inary  models along 
these sequences.
3.1 Equilibrium Sequences
We have constructed  hydrostatic  equilibrium  sequences of synchronized close bi­
naries w ith polytropic as well as realistic w hite dw arf and neutron s ta r equations 
of s ta te . T he individual binary models along each sequence have th e  sam e EOS 
and constan t to ta l m ass M r, bu t decreasing binary  separation a. Each such se­
quence is a quasista tic  approxim ation to the evolution of a binary system  in which
36
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grav ita tional wave rad iation  gradually carries away th e  system ’s orb ital angular 
m om entum . These b inary  models were constructed  w ith  the HSCF technique de­
scribed in §2 . 1 , which creates models of ro tating , self-gravitating  fluid system s in 
hydrostatic  equilibrium .
3.1.1 Polytropic Sequences
T he equilibrium  sequences for b inary  models w ith  polytropic indices n =  0.5, 
1.0, and 1.5 are displayed in Figure 3.1. For each n , th e  to ta l energy E  and to ta l 
angular m om entum  J  are p lotted  versus the separation  a. As m entioned in §2.1.4 
and §2.1.5, th e  EOS of the polytropic models are such th a t the to ta l mass of the 
system  M r  does not have to be chosen before its construction, but can be scaled 
afterw ards as desired.
T here are in fact th ree param eters, M  =  l / 2 M j , R s pk, and the  polytropic 
constant A', which set the scale of a polytropic m odel. Here i?sp/l is the  radius of 
a  spherical polytrope of mass M  and polytropic index n. These param eters are 
related  according to the  following equation (C handrasekhar 1967):
M  =  47rmn




4ttG . rn .
(3.1)
where m n and  r n are constants for a  particu lar value of n  (see Table 3.1 for the ir 
values corresponding to  n  =  0.5, 1.0, and 1.5). Thus, only two of these three param ­
eters are independent; if two of them  are specified, th e  o ther one is autom atically  
determ ined. The quantities in Figure 3.1 are them selves norm alized to G, M ,  and 
Rsph •
In the  discussion th a t follows, as in Figure 3.1, all values of the binary separation 
a have been norm alized to R spk- On each sequence, Point C m arks the  system  where
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Figure 3.1: Polytropic Equilibrium  Sequences. Sequences of binaries w ith polytropic 
indices n  =  0.5, 1.0, and  1.5 are displayed. Each sequence displays the  to ta l energy 
E  and th e  to ta l angular m om entum  J  of synchronized equilibrium  binaries with the 
same to ta l mass M j  b u t changing separation a. See th e  tex t (§3.1.1) for details on 
how to scale th e  M j  of each polytropic sequence. Q uan tities have been normalized 
to G , M  = M t / 2,  and R s ph, where R sph is the radius of a  spherical polytrope of 
mass M  and  polytropic index n. Points M m ark b inary  system s w ith the  m inim um  
E  and J  along each sequence. Point C m arks the system  where th e  surfaces of the 
stars come into con tact. Point T  marks the  term inal m odel.
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th e  surfaces of the  two binary com ponents ju st com e into contact. System s to  the 
right of th is point are detached binaries and  system s to left are contact binaries or 
“dum bbells.” For the  sake of illustration, Figure 3.2 displays an isodensitv surface 
im age of an  exam ple detached binary m odel (a =  3.22 on th e  n  =  1.0 sequence) 
and of an exam ple dum bbell model (a =  2.65 on th e  n =  1.0 sequence). Points M 
m ark the  m odels along each sequence which have th e  m inim um  to ta l energy and 
the  m inim um  to ta l angular m om entum . Along all th ree  polytropic sequences, the
(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: Images of a Detached B inary and a D um bbell. Exam ple isodensitv 
images of a  detached binary and a  contact binary, or “dum bbell.” These two binaries 
have n  =  1.0; th e  separation of the detached binary shown in Figure 3.2.a is a =  3.22; 
the  separation  of the  dum bell shown in Figure 3.2.b is a =  2.65. T he density level 
is 5.0 x 10-3 of the  m axim um  density.
m inim um  in E  occurs a t the sam e separation as the  m inim um  in J .  (See §3.1.4 
below for a discussion of the significance of these m inim a.) T he m odel w ith the 
sm allest separation  on each sequence, m arked w ith a T , will be referred to  as the 
“te rm in a l” m odel. No binary models with the EOS particu lar to  th a t sequence can 
be constructed  in equilibrium  with a sm aller separation than  th a t of the term inal
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model because th e  centrifugal force would exceed the g rav itational force along the 
equator of such system s.
T he separation  a t which this term ination  of the sequence occurs increases from 
a =  2.42 for n =  1.5 to  a =  2.74 for n  =  0.5. The separation a t w hich th e  m inim a 
occur also increases from a =  2.67 for n =  1.5, to a =  2.87 for n  =  1.0, to  a =  3.08 
for n =  0.5. N ote th a t contact occurs to the  right of the  m inim a for n  =  1.5 and to 
the left of th e  m inim a for n  =  1.0 and  0.5. We have determ ined th a t Points C and 
M coincide for n  =  1.177. If the  binary com ponents were spherical, th e ir  separation 
at the  point of contact would be a =  2. However. a{C) ranges from  2.79 for n =  1.5 
to 2.91 for n  =  0.5.
3.1.1.1 Com parison w ith Previous Work
T he analy tical s tab ility  analyses of LRS (1993b). which utilized an  approxim ate 
energy variational technique, also showed th a t sim ultaneous m in im a in E  and J  
existed along sequences of constant mass, synchronized binaries w ith  n =  0.5. 1.0 
and 1.5. (A ccording to  LRS 1993b, the  m inim a occur a t a =  2.99 on the n =  0.5 
sequence and  a t a =  2.76 on the  n =  1.0 sequence.) This analytic m ethod  cannot 
construct con tact binaries and  thus, according to our sequences, should not be able 
to identify m in im a on the  n  =  1.5 sequence. However, because th e  n  a t which the 
m inim a and points of contact coincide is ~  2.0 in their study, LRS (1993b) do find 
m inim a for th e  n =  1.5 sequence a t a =  2.55.
In add ition , approxim ate equilibrium  sequences were constructed  w ith the SPH 
techniques of RS (1992, 1995). The n =  1.0 sequence presented in LRS (1993b) has 
sim ultaneous m inim a a t a =  2.90, which is much closer to our value of a =  2.87 
than  the  analy tically  determ ined a =  2.76 of LRS (1993b). T he n =  1.5 sequence 
presented in RS (1995) has the m inim a a t a =  2.67. A lthough no sequence with
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n =  0.5 has been published by RS, it should be noted th a t th e  analy tic  value of 
a =  2.99 given for th e  location of the  m inim a by LRS (1993b) com pares well w ith 
our value of 3.08 for th is sequence. This is understandab le because the  analytical 
form alism  of LRS (1993b) is m ore accurate for low com pressibilities. Table 3.2 
contains a sum m ary of th e  separations of the models a t th e  m in im a of th e  polytropic 
sequences as determ ined  in LRS (1993b), RS (1995), and  this work.
T ab le  3 .2 : S e p a ra tio n  o f  M odels a t  M in im a  o f  P o ly tro p ic  Sequences
T ech n iq u e , A u th o rs  n  = 0.5 n  =  1.0 n  =  1.5
A n a ly tic , LR S 2 .99“ 2.76“ 2 .5 5 “
S P H , RS — 2.90“ 2 .6 7 6
H S C F , N ew  3 .08“
a t?__ t  no MnnoLt. 5r .
2.87“ 2 .6 7 “
n r  / 1 nn \ . ct?- • ___ 1.“ F rom  L R S (1 9 9 3 b ) ;6From  RS (1995); “F ro m  th is  w ork
Hachisu (1986b) also shows equilibrium  sequences of n  =  0.5 and  1.5 polytropes. 
However he presents his results as sequences of versus J 2 instead  of E  or J  versus 
a. A com parison betw een Hachisu’s (19S6b) results and  ours is given in Figure 3.3. 
To conform with H achisu 's notation, the quantities in th is figure are norm alized to 
4irG, M p , and Vp, w here Vp is the  to ta l volume of th e  b inary  system .
3.1.2 W hite D w arf Sequences
We have constructed  equilibrium  sequences for b inary  m odels w ith the  zero- 
tem pera tu re  WD EOS. Because the HSCF technique requires th a t the  maxim um  
density of the  desired m odel (which sets Mp)  be given as inpu t when this EOS is 
used, it is im possible to  build a single sequence th a t can be scaled to any desired Mp  
w ith this EOS. Instead we have constructed separate  W D sequences, each of which 
represents models w ith  one specific value of Mp. We have constructed  nine such se­
quences w ith M p  ranging from .298 A/® to 2.72 M®. Four representative sequences.
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Figure 3.3: C om parisoa with. H achisu’s Polytropic Sequences. T he square of the 
angular velocity Qq versus the square of th e  to ta l angular m om entum  J  of equilib­
rium  binaries w ith the sam e to ta l mass M r  bu t decreasing separation a is shown for 
bo th  th e  n =  0.5 and 1.5 sequences of H achisu (1986b, individual models connected 
by solid lines) and for our sequences (individual models maxked w ith + 's ) .  T he 
quan tities  are norm alized to 4x6?, M r , and Vt , the  to ta l volume of the  system .
w ith  M t  =  -500, 1.19, 2.03, and 2.72 M q, are shown in Figure 3.4. The o ther five se­
quences axe displayed in A ppendix C, along w ith  the  polytropic sequences discussed 
in the  previous section and  the realistic neu tron  s ta r  EOS sequences discussed in the 
next section. (In  addition , two WD sequences w ith M r [> 2M c h \ =  2.81 and  2.85 
are presented in A ppendix C; they  have been excluded from the discussion below 
because of the ir irregular nature.)
T he  norm alization in Figure 3.4 is th e  sam e as th a t in Figure 3.1. However, in 
this case R s ph has been determ ined num erically  by constructing a spherical w hite 
dw arf of mass M  =  M r /2  from the solution of the  continuity  equation (equation
2.1) and  the  equation of hydrostatic  equilibrium  (equation 2.6 w ith =  0) for 
a spherically  sym m etric system  with the  WD EOS (equation 2.10). These th ree
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Figure 3.4: W hite Dwarf E quilibrium  Sequences. The same as F igure 3.1 but for 
binaries w ith the zero -tem pera tu re  w hite dw arf equation of s ta te . Because, unlike 
the polytropes, the M r  of these system s cannot be scaled, separate sequences m ust 
be constructed  for binaries w ith different M r-  Four representative sequences with 
M r  =  .500, 1.19, 2.03, and 2.72 M q. are  shown here. In Appendix C, sequences for 
seven o ther values of M r  are shown, along w ith those given here. T he  norm alization 
is the sam e as in Figure 3.1, bu t here R s Ph is the radius of a spherical m odel with 
the WD EOS and mass M  =  l / 2 M r -
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equations can be reduced to two equations which give the  spherical radius r  and  the 
mass m  as a function of the p aram eter x =  (p/fro)1^ 3 (see equation 2.10):
dr  —4 r 2
dx boG m
2a0x
( 1 + x 2)1/ 2
dm  — L6?r r 4x 3
dx G m
2o q x
(1 +  x2)1/ 2.
(3.2)
(3.3)
Given a value of the  central density pcen as inpu t, th e  above equations are solved 
via a R unge-K utta  in tegration. Thus an iteration  in the  choice of pcen provides a 
model w ith the desired value of M  and its corresponding R svh- This is essentially a 
numerical determ ination  of th e  m ass-radius relation for the WD EOS. T he routine 
used to  perform  these com putations was provided by Horst V ath  (1994); note th a t 
the HSCF code was no t used because it cannot construct spherical (nonrotating) 
models.
The separation a of the m odels a t the  points of contact, the  m inim a, and the 
term inal points on th e  constructed  w hite dw arf equilibrium  sequences are shown 
in Figure 3.5 as a  function of th e  to ta l binary system  mass. Along th e  WD se­
quences, the  separation  of the term inal m odel gradually  increases from  a =  2.43 
when M t  =  .298 M® to  a =  2.84 when M r  =  2.72 M®. As in the  polytropic se­
quences presented in th e  previous section, sim ultaneous m inim a in E  and J  exist 
along each WD sequence. The point of contact on these sequences always occurs at 
a larger separation th a n  the  m inim a: the  separation a t which it occurs also gradually 
increases from a =  2.79 for M j  =  .298 A/® to  a =  3.02 for A /j =  2.72 M® (except 
for a slight decrease in this separation for the  M t  =  1.19 A/® sequence). T he sepa­
ration of the  m odel a t th e  m inim um  of each sequence also increases from  a =  2.68 
for M t  = .298 M® to  a =  2.94 for M t  =  2.72 M@; however, in this case there is a
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Figure 3.5: Separation  of Models on W hite  Dwarf Equilibrium  Sequences. The 
separation  a of th e  m odels a t the points of contact ( x ) ,  the m inim a (asterisks), and 
the  te rm inal points (plusses) on the  w hite dw arf equilibrium  sequences are shown 
as a  function of th e  to ta l mass M t  of th e  binaries on those sequences.
som ew hat m ore substan tia l decrease in th is separation between the  M t  =  -500 A/® 
and M t  =  1-63 A/® sequences (for which a =  2.65).
3.1.2.1 Com parison w ith  Previous Work
H achisu (1986b) has constructed  double w hite dwarf (W D-W D) binary sequences 
along which pmaxi instead  of M t , was held constant. Figure 3.6 shows a com pari­
son betw een th e  J  versus M t  relations for the  models w ith th e  m inim um  angular 
m om entum  on th e  H achisu (1986b) sequences and those on our sequences. The 
angular m om entum  in this figure is norm alized to 105° in cgs units and th e  mass is 
norm alized to  A/®. T he com parison is excellent for low masses, however the  relations 
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Figure 3.6: Com parison w ith H achisu’s W hite  Dwarf Sequences. T h e  to ta l angular 
m om entum  J  versus th e  to ta l mass M t  of th e  models w ith th e  m inim um  J  on 
each of H achisu’s (1986b) constan t m axim um  density sequences (ind iv idual models 
m arked w ith x ’s) and on each of our constant M j  sequences (ind iv idual models 
m arked w ith + ’s). The angular m om entum  has been norm alized to  lO50 in cgs units 
and th e  to ta l m ass to M®.
3.1.3 Neutron Star Sequences
We have constructed  equilibrium  sequences for binary m odels w ith  th ree  realistic 
NS EOS of varying com pressibilities (F , soft; FPS. medium; L, h ard ). As in the case 
of the  W D EOS, the desired M j  for each of these sequences m ust be  specified prior 
to the ir construction. We have chosen to  construct one sequence w ith  M j  =  2.80 A/® 
for each of the three EOS. These th ree  sequences are displayed in F igu re  3.7 and have 
been norm alized to G, M , and  R s Ph- In th is case, values of R sph have been taken 
from th e  relativistic studies of CST for EOS FPS (R sPh =  11 km) and  of Freidm ann. 
Ipser, and  Parker (1986) for EOS F (R s ph =  9.1km ) and EOS L ( R s Ph =  14km). 
Since relativ istic effects were not included in the construction of ou r sequences, the 
values of R s ph from CST and Freidm ann, Ipser. and Parker (1986) do not stric tly
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correspond to  those appropriate to  ou r sequences (note also, th a t the  values of 
Rsph taken  from  these studies axe for s ta rs  w ith  gravitational [not baryon] masses 
of 1.4 M q ). However, they do provide app rox im ate  values.
T he te rm inal model occurs a t nearly  th e  sam e separation on th e  FPS and L 
sequences (a  =  3.10 and a =  3.12, respectively) and a t a  much w ider separation 
(a =  3.78) on th e  F  sequence. T he  locations of th e  m inim a in E  are not very well 
defined on these sequences. For th e  F sequence, th e  E  m inim um  likely occurs in the 
range 4.01 < a < 4.10; for the FPS sequence, in th e  range 3.25 < a < 3.37; and for 
the  L sequence, in the  range 3.23 <  a <  3.43. T he J  m inim a are well defined and 
occur on th e  F sequence at a =  4.08, on th e  F P S  sequence a t a =  3.33, and  on the  L 
sequence a t a =  3.32. Like the w hite dw arf sequences, the  m inim a always occur at 
a sm aller separation  than  the points of con tact. However, on all of th e  neutron s ta r 
sequences these two points are very close toge ther. T he separation between points 
C and M thus seems to  be determ ined by th e  lower density regions of th e  objects 
since th is is where the  EOS, which differ significantly only in the  density  regimes 
above nuclear density (2.8 x 1014 g e m -3 ), are  sim ilar.
T he sc a tte r  in E  displayed near the  m in im a of these sequences m ost likely results 
from the  piecem eal forms of the NS EOS used. Because of these factors, we identify 
the  J  m in im a as the  true  m inim a along these sequences and, as before, have marked 
the ir location w ith th e  letter M. A nother factor which m ust be kept in m ind when 
studying th e  features of these NS sequences is th a t the  virial error ( V E ) .  which 
m easures th e  quality  of the equilibria (see §2.1.5), is ~  10-2 . This is one to two 
orders of m agnitude higher than  the  V E  of m odels along the polytropic and WD 
EOS sequences and again almost certain ly  resu lts from  the  piecemeal forms of the NS 
EOS used. N ote th a t for the polytropic and  W D EOS. we very accurately  p inpointed 
the  location of the  m im inum  by moving point B (one of the two points on th e  surface
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Figure 3.7: N eutron S tar Equilibrium  Sequences. T he same as F igure 3.1 but for 
binaries w ith  the  F, FPS, and L realistic neu tron  s ta r  equations of s ta te . T he M t  
on each of these sequences is 2.SO M@ (unlike polytropes, the M t  of these system s 
cannot be scaled). T he norm alization is th e  sam e as in Figure 3.1, bu t here R s ph 
has been taken  from CST for FPS and from  Friedm ann et al. (1986) for F and L. 
See §3.1.3 of th e  tex t for details.
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of the  s ta r  th a t m ust be given as input to  th e  H SC F code; see §2.1.4) one grid cell a t 
a tim e in  the  region of th e  m inim um  in order to  get as m any m odels as possible w ith 
the grid resolution we used. However, since we had  difficulty obtain ing converged 
models for some portions of the  NS EOS, we moved point B two grid cells a t a tim e 
when constructing  NS m odels. Thus the locations of th e  m inim a are slightly more 
uncertain  for th e  NS EOS than  in the o th e r EOS studied.
3.1.4 N ature o f the Minima
Turning points on equilibrium  sequences, like the  m in im a present in E  and J  
along th e  sequences presented  above, are usually associated w ith points of instability. 
T he two types of instab ility  which will be discussed below are secular instability  and 
dynamical instability. For an instability to  be classified as dynam ical, according to 
the convention of LRS (1993b), it m ust conserve energy, angular m om entum , and 
circulation. If an instab ility  proceeds as a  result of some m echanism  th a t dissipates 
one of th e  conserved quan tities, e.g.. viscosity or g rav ita tional radiation, then it is 
classified as a secular instab ility  (see also Tassoul 1978 for discussions of dynam ical 
versus secular instab ilities). A dynam ical in stab ility  takes place on the  dynam ical 
tim escale of th e  system ; a  secular instability  takes place on the  tim escale of the 
particu la r dissipative m echanism  which induces it.
T he m in im a in E  and  J  on synchronous binary  sequences have been identified 
as points of secular instab ility  by previous authors. LRS (1993b) s ta ted  tha t the 
neighboring models ad jacent to the model a t th e  m inim um  of each sequence are 
uniform ly ro ta ting  and therefore can only be reached w ith th e  aid of viscosity. Thus 
they concluded th a t this m inim um  cannot be associated w ith  a  dynam ical instability  
since viscosity does not preserve circulation. T heir approx im ate analytical m ethod 
predicts th a t on polytropic sequences w ith n <  0.7. dynam ical instabilities exist
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at separations sm aller than  those of th e  m inim a. For th e  n =  0.5 sequence, these 
authors conclude th a t the  dynam ical instab ility  sets in a t a =  2.68. H achisu (1986b 
and references therein) also labels tu rn ing  points along his synchronous polytropic 
and WD sequences as points of secular instability.
Because our hydrodynam ics code does not include th e  dissipative effects of ei­
ther th e  gravitational radiation reaction or the true fluid viscosity, we are unable 
to confirm the  presence of a secular instab ility  w ith a  hydrodynam ics sim ulation. 
However, it is possible to  study  the  dynam ical stab ility  of a  system  w ith  our code. 
In the following section, we present the  results of our FDH  tests of th e  dynam ical 
s tab ility  of models on sequences selected from those presented above and  com pare 
these results w ith those of o ther authors.
3.2 Hydrodynamic Tests of Stability
To determ ine if a point of dynam ical instab ility  exists on an equilibrium  sequence 
like those discussed in the  previous section, the dynam ical s tab ility  of individual 
models along the sequences m ay be tested  with FDH sim ulations. We have done 
ju s t th a t for the  three polytropic sequences of §3.1.1; for a low mass (M t  =  .500 A/q) 
and a  high mass (M t  = 2.03 M q ) WD sequences from §3.1.2; and for two of the  
th ree realistic NS EOS sequences of §3.1.3.
All of these s tab ility  tests were perform ed in the ro ta ting  reference fram e (§2.2) 
in order to  minim ize th e  dissipative effects of the num erical viscosity which results 
from the  discrete na tu re  of the com putational sim ulation. T he influence of num erical 
viscosity on the  evolution of binary system s can be seen in Figure 3.8 which shows a 
compaxison between sim ulations of one particu lar WD binary  system  ( M t  =  .500 Afs, 
and a =  2.58) perform ed in the inertial fram e (dashed curve) and in th e  ro ta ting
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fram e (solid curve). This figure shows the evolution of th e  m om ent of inertia  of 
the  system  / ,  as a  function  of tim e t. The evolution of /  is m ore instructive than  
the  evolution of th e  b inary  separation itself since th e  la tte r  q u an tity  can only be 
m easured by discrete  jum ps in the  location of th e  density  m ax im um  on the grid, 
whereas I  varies sm ooth ly  w ith time.
As can be seen from  Figure 3.8, the binary appears to  be dynam ically  unstable 
when the sim ulation  is perform ed in the inertial fram e, as /  p lu m m ets  on a tim escale 
of 2-3 P /. By con trast, th e  sam e model evolved in the  ro ta tin g  fram e is certainly not 
unstable to  m erger, as can be seen by the relatively steady  behav io r of its m om ent 
of inertia  over tim e. Thus, sim ulations done in the  ro ta tin g  fram e prevent the 
m isidentification of m odels as dynam ically unstable, which a re  so only because of 
num erical artifacts. In o rder to illustrate tha t th e  accuracy of th e  finite differencing 
scheme too influences th e  am ount of num erical viscosity p resen t in a  sim ulation, 
Figure 3.8 also shows the  sam e model evolved in th e  ro ta ting  fram e bu t w ith a FDH 
code th a t has a  firs t-o rd er accurate advection scheme (do t-dashed  curve). This 
figure indicates th a t th e  accuracy of the code has an effect on th e  evolution of this 
system  th a t is sim ilar to  th a t of the flow of the fluid through th e  grid  in the inertial 
frame.
T he sequences presented  in §3.1 were constructed  w ith a  g rid  resolution of 128 x 
128 x 128. However, a  FD H  sim ulation w ith this resolution can n o t be done on the 
M P-1 com puter a t LSU. So portions of the selected sequences m entioned above 
have been recom puted  on 64 x 64 x 64 grids. It is the  s tab ility  of models on these 
new sequences which actually  has been tested. For com pleteness, Table 3.3 gives 
the  separations of th e  points of contact, m inim a, and te rm inal m odels for both  the 
643 and th e  1283 versions of the polytropic and WD sequences discussed below.









Figure 3.8: Com parison of Stability  Tests Perform ed w ith Different Num erical Tech­
niques. T h e  m om ent of inertia  / ,  norm alized to  M  and R s Ph, as a function of tim e 
t, norm alized to  the in itia l orb ital period Pi. is given for dynam ical stability  tests of 
a binaxy w ith  th e  zero -tem pera tu re  w hite dw arf equation  of sta te , M r  =  500 M q , 
and  a =  2.58. T he solid curve shows the results of a sim ulation perform ed with our 
second o rder accurate  FD H  code in the ro tating  fram e; th e  dashed curve shows the 
test perform ed w ith th e  sam e code but in the inertial fram e; and the  dot-dashed 
curve shows th e  test perform ed in the  ro tating fram e, bu t w ith  th e  advection term s 
in th e  FD H  code reduced to  first order accuracy.
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Table Z.3'. Comparison of 84'"* and 1283 Sequences
EOS, Mt Grid Size a( C) a(M) a( T)
WD, 2.03 Mq 643 2.79 2.62 2.48
1283 2.82 2.66 2.51
WD, .500 Mq 643 2.76 2.65 2.40
1283 2.79 2.68 2.43
n =  1.5 643 2.76 2.65 2.40
to 00 W 2.79 2.67 2.42
n =  1.0 643 2.79 2.83 2.56
1283 2.82 2.87 2.59
n =  0.5 643 2.88 3.05 2.72
1283 2.91 3.08 2.74
3.2.1 W hite Dwarf Sequences
3.2.1.1 Mt = 2.03M £
In the  lower plot of Figure 3.9, I ( t )  is shown for WD binaries (M t  =  2.03 iV/£ ) 
w ith separations ranging from a =  2.75 (trip le  do t-dashed  curve, a  dum bbell model 
ju s t past th e  point of contact) to a =  2.48 (solid curve; th e  te rm inal m odel on the 
sequence). For the sake of convenience, the  relevant equilibrium  sequence itself is 
reprinted in the upper plot of Figure 3.9. T he m om ents of inertia  of th e  binary 
models a t the  points of contact, m inim a, and term ination  along th e  equilibrium  
sequence (constructed  on a  128 x 128 x  128 grid) are labelled w ith th e  le tters M, C, 
and T , respectively. Note th a t because th e  binary  models used in the FD H  stab ility  
tests were from  sequences constructed  on 64 x 64 x 64 grids, there m ay be a slight 
offset between the initial values of I  for these models and the points m arked as M. 
C, and T  on the I ( t )  plot since they  correspond to  the 128 x 128 x 128 sequence.
All of th e  models tested  on the sequence are dynam ically stable. T hus we con­
clude th a t no point of dynam ical instab ility  exists along this sequence. In Figure 
3.10, we present isodensitv images of an exam ple of the evolution of a stable bi-
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Figure 3.9: S tab ility  Tests of the  M t  =  2.03 M q W hite D warf Sequence. The 
variables in th e  lower plot are the sam e as Figure 3.8, bu t th e  sim ulations all are 
perform ed in th e  ro ta tin g  reference fram e w ith the second-order accu ra te  FDH code. 
T he solid curve is th e  stab ility  test of th e  term inal model on th e  sequence (a =  2.48): 
the dashed curve is th e  te s t of the model w ith a =  2.58; the d o t-dashed  curve is the 
test of the  m odel a t th e  m inim um  (a =  2.62); and the trip le do t-d ash ed  curve is 
the test of the  m odel ju s t past point of contact (a =  2.75). T he m om ents of inertia 
of the  binary m odels a t th e  points of contact, m inim a, and te rm ination  along the 
equilibrium  sequence are labelled with the  le tters C, M, and T , respectively. For 
convenience, th e  sequence itself has been reprinted in the  upper plot.
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nary. T he im ages are from the sim ulation  of th e  m odel at th e  m inim um  of the 
M t  =  2.03 M® sequence.
3.2.1.2 M t = -500 M q
O ur tests  of the  M t  =  2.03 M q sequence began w ith models of w ider separation 
and  continued up the sequence to the  te rm in a l m odel. Because no point of dynam ical 
in stab ility  was found on this sequence, we perform ed our tests of th e  M t  =  .500 M q 
sequence on m odels m uch closer to  th e  te rm in a l m odel, knowing th a t we could work 
our way back down the sequence to th e  po in t of dynam ical instab ility  if we found 
m odels which were unstable. (This m ethodology assumes th a t all m odels which have 
separations less than  th a t of the m odel located  a t th e  point of dynam ical instab ility  
will also be unstable). B ut, as can be seen in Figure 3.11, both  a m odel a t a =  2.5S 
(dashed curve) and the  term inal m odel a t  a  =  2.40 (solid curve) are dynam ically 
stab le  to  m erger. Thus we again infer th a t th e re  is no point of dynam ical instability  
along th is sequence.
3.2.2 Polytropic Sequences
3.2.2.1 n = 1.5
Based on th e  results of the s tab ility  te s ts  of the  WD sequences, we began our 
investigation of this sequence w ith th e  te rm inal m odel (a =  2.40). Because an 
n  =  1.5 poly trope is supposed to be a fair representation  of a low m ass WD. we 
have p lo tted  th e  / ( f )  of the term inal m odel (a =  2.40) in Figure 3.11 (do t-dashed  
curve) along w ith  the  models of th e  low m ass W D sequence. The poly trope model 
has been scaled to  represent a b inary  w ith  Mr = .500 M q  and a  R s pk equal to 
th a t of a spherical WD with the sam e m ass. This sets K  according to  equation 
3.1. As can be seen, the evolution of th e  n =  1.5 term inal m odel closely follows 
th a t of th e  low mass WD EOS term inal m odel. From its stability, we infer th a t the
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Figure 3.10: Evolution of S table Binary. Isodensity images of a  stab le binary  with 
the W D EOS, M j  =  ‘2.03 M q ,  and  a =  2.62. The density level is 5 x 10-4 of 
the  m axim um  density. The individual frames in Figures 3 .10.a-f were taken a t the 
indicated  tim es.
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Figure 3.11: S tability  Tests of the M t  =  .500 M® W hite D warf and the  n =  1.5 
Sequences. T he sam e variables and code as used in Figure 3.9. T he solid curve 
is the sim ulation of the term inal m odel (a =  2.40) on the M r  =  .500 M q white 
dw arf sequence (the  equilibrium  sequence itse lf is reprinted in th e  upper plot); the 
dashed curve is th e  test of the model on this sam e sequence w ith  a =  2.58; and 
the  do t-dashed  curve is the test of the  te rm inal model (a =  2.40) on the  n  =  1.5 
polytropic sequence.
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rem ainder of the  models on the  n =  1.5 sequence axe also stable and  thus no point 
of dynam ical instab ility  exists along th is sequence either. This resu lt conflicts w ith 
th e  SPH  sim ulations of RS (1995) which identified a point of dynam ical instab ility  
a t a ~  2.4 on the ir n =  1.5 sequence.
3.2 .2 .2  n =  1.0
As F igure 3.12 illustrates, we have perform ed dynam ical s tab ility  tests  of four 
binaries on th e  n =  1.0 sequence w ith separations ranging from a =  3.22 (trip le  d o t-  
dashed curve) to a =  2.56 (solid curve; te rm inal m odel). All were stab le  against 
m erger on a  dynam ical timescale. T h e  m om ent of inertia  of th e  te rm inal model 
ac tua lly  increases by about 20% over th e  tim escale t =  4P[ depicted  here; the 
m om ent of in e rtia  of the initially m ost widely separated  model (a =  3.22) decreases 
by ab o u t th e  sam e percentage. The two o th e r models exhibit behavior in between 
these two extrem es. Note th a t after an  in itia l dip, the m om ent of ine rtia  of th e  model 
a t th e  m in im um  of the sequence (a =  2.83, th e  do t-dashed  curve) is nearly  constant. 
T hese resu lts  conflict with the SPH sim ulations of RS (1992) which identified a m odel 
w ith  a =  2.8 as being dynam ically unstab le .
3.2.2.3 n = 0.5
As F igure 3.13 illustrates, we have te s ted  the dynam ical stab ility  of four binaries 
on th e  n  =  0.5 sequence with separations ranging from  a =  3.36 (trip le  do t-dashed  
curve) to  a =  2.72 (solid curve: te rm inal m odel). Both the  model a t th e  m inim um  
of th e  sequence (a =  3.05-dashed curve) and the term inal model were unstable to 
m erger on a  dynam ical timescale. T h e  o th e r two m ore widely separated  models 
were stab le . Thus dynam ical in stab ility  sets in on this sequence betw een a =  3.19 
(d o t-d ash ed  curve) and a =  3.05. T he  SPH  sim ulations of RS (1994) identified a 
point of dynam ical instability  along th is sequence at a =  2.97.
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F igure 3.12: S tab ility  Tests of n =  1.0 Sequence. T he same variables and  code as 
described in  F igure 3.9. The solid curve is th e  te st of the term inal model (a =  2.56); 
the  dashed  curve is th e  test of the m odel w ith a =  2.65; the do t-dashed  curve is 
the  te s t of th e  m odel a t the m inim um  of the  sequence (a =  2.S3); and th e  trip le  
do t-d ash ed  curve is th e  test of the m odel w ith  a =  3.22. The equilibrium  sequence 
itself is rep rin ted  in th e  upper plot.
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Figure 3.13: S tability Tests of n =  0.5 Sequence. The sam e variables and  code as 
described in Figure 3.9. The solid curve is the test of the  term inal m odel (a =  2.72); 
the  dashed curve is the  test of the  m odel a t the m inim um  of the sequence (a =  3.05): 
the do t-d ash ed  curve is the test of the model w ith a =  3.19 and th e  trip le  d o t-  
dashed curve is the test of the  m odel w ith a =  3.36. The equilibrium  sequence itself 
is rep rin ted  in the upper plot.
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Because / ( f )  for th e  term inal m odel on th is sequence does not plunge as deeply 
as th e  o ther dynam ically  unstable models, we display in Figure 3.14 isodensity 
images of th e  system  a t  f =  0.0 and f =  2.5 P i.  T he m odel is clearly unstable. 
T he behaviour of / ( f )  for this system  m ay be different from th a t of the  rest of the 
dynam ically  unstab le  models because of th e  n a tu re  of th e  n =  0.5 sequence. It is 
th e  only sequence th a t “bends over” a t sm all separations (see the top  plot of Figure 
3.13).
(a) t =  0.0 (b) t =  2.5 Pi
Figure 3.14: Images of th e  Term inal Model on n  =  0.5 Sequence. Isodensity images 
a t the  s ta rt of th e  evolution of the term inal m odel on the  n =  0.5 sequence (Figure 
3.14.a) and a t f =  2.5 Pi  (F igure 3.14b). T he density  level is 5.0 x 10-4 of the 
m axim um  density.
3.2.3 N eutron Star Sequences
3.2.3.1 EOS L
As Figure 3.15 illustrates, we have tested  th e  dynam ical stab ility  of the NS 
binary system  near the  m inim um  (a =  3.29) and  a  more widely separated model 
(a =  3.85) on th e  realistic neutron sta r EOS L sequence. T he model at the m inim um  
of the  sequence becam e unstable to dynam ical m erger in one P /. The more widely
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separated  m odel appears to be stable; its behavior resembles th a t of the  m ost widely 
separated  m odels tested on th e  n  =  1.0 and  0.5 sequences (see Figures 3.12 and 3.13). 
A lthough we have not accurately  identified the  separation  a t which the  dynam ical 
instab ility  sets in along this sequence, it has obviously already done so a t a =  3.05. 
By analogy w ith  the n =  0.5 sequence, it is possible to infer th a t the onset is 
associated w ith  th e  region of the  m inim um .
3.2.3.2 EOS F
As Figure 3.16 illustrates, we have tested  the dynam ical stab ility  of th e  model 
a t th e  m inim um  (a =  4.04) of th e  realistic neutron s ta r  EOS F  sequence. Like the 
m odel a t the  m inim um  of the  EOS L sequence, the  m odel a t the  m inim um  of this 
sequence is also unstable to dynam ical m erger. A lthough we have not tested  the 
s tab ility  of a  widely separated m odel on th is sequence, we infer, by analogy w ith the 
n =  0.5 and EOS L sequences, th a t there exist more widely separated  models on 
this sequence th a t are stable and th a t the  point of onset of the  dynam ical instability  
m ay be associated with the region of the  m inim um .
3.2.3.3 EOS FPS
We have not tested  the s tab ility  of any  of the models on the  realistic NS EOS 
FPS sequence. However, since our tests of the  stiff EOS L and the soft EOS F 
produced sim ilar results, we expect th a t th e  stab ility  properties of the  models on 
this EOS of m edium  stiffness will resem ble those on these o ther realistic NS EOS 
sequences.
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Figure 3.15: S tab ility  Tests of EOS L Sequence. T he same variables and code as 
described in F igure 3.9. T he solid curve is the  test of the model near the  m inim um  
of the  sequence (a =  3.29); the  dashed curve is the  test of the m odel w ith a =  3.85. 
The equilibrium  sequence itself is reprinted in the  upper plot.
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F igure 3.16: S tability  Tests of EOS F Sequence. T he same variables and code as 
described in Figure 3.9. T he solid curve is the  test of the  system  a t the  m inim um  of 
the  sequence (a =  4.04). T he equilibrium  sequence itself is reprin ted  in the upper 
plot.
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Chapter 4
Binary Merger Sim ulation
We have followed th e  coalescence of the b inary  a t th e  m inim um  of the  polytropic 
n =  0.5 sequence th a t we determ ined to be dynam ically unstab le  (see §3.2.2). This 
sim ulation was perform ed in th e  inertial fram e of reference and  s ta rted  w ith the  
sam e in itia l m odel used in the  dynam ical s tab ility  test. For the  sake of com parison 
w ith the  s tab ility  test th a t was perform ed in the ro ta ting  fram e, we present in /(£) 
in F igure 4.1 for bo th  sim ulations; the solid curve is I ( t )  from  the ro ta ting  fram e 
stab ility  test and the  dashed curve is from the  inertia l fram e m erger sim ulation. 
Recall th a t th e  s tab ility  te st was stopped after the b inary  becam e dynam ically 
unstable.
If the  com ponents of th e  initial binary are assum ed to  have M  =  1.4 Mg and 
R-Sph. =  10 km  (values representative of neutron stars), th e  in itial separation of the 
b inary in this sim ulation is a /  =  30.5 km =  3.05 R s Ph and  P[ =  1.7 ms. Isodensity 
contour snapshots of the  system  at various tim es during th e  evolution are displayed 
in F igure 4.2. T he surfaces of the  stars come together ra th e r  quickly and by 0.5 Pi 
the  system  has formed a  relatively thick neck (Figures 4.2.c and 4.2.d). By 1 FV, 
the  ends of the system  have begun to take on a spiral character and extend to the
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Figure 4.1: Com parison of / ( f )  in Inertial and R otating Fram es. T h e  m om ent of 
inertia / ,  norm alized to  M  and Rsph-. as a  function of tim e f, norm alized to  the 
initial orb ital period P[, is given for the  dynam ical stability  te s t (solid curve) and 
for the coalescence sim ulation (dashed curve) of the binary a t th e  m inim um  of the 
polytropic n =  0.5 sequence.
edge of the  grid (F igure 4.2.f). Figure 4.2.g shows th a t, shortly  a fte r th is, th e  two 
distinct cores appear to  have merged. The spiral arms continue to  grow and begin 
to wrap around on each other. Figure 4.2.j clearly shows th a t th e  central object 
tem porarily  takes on a  som ew hat boxy shape. By the end of th e  evolution (Figure
4.2.1), the  spiral arm s have w rapped around on each o ther com pletely, form ing a  ring 
around th e  ellipsoidal shaped central ob ject. A bout 14.5% of th e  in itia l mass left 
the grid during the sim ulation. T he to ta l angular m om entum  decreased by about 
58% (likely carried off by the mass th a t left the  grid) and the  to ta l energy increased 
by about 1.5% during th e  sim ulation. In order to avoid this degree of m ass loss, the 
sim ulation would need to  be repeated  w ith a sm aller initial m odel or be carried out 
on a larger grid.
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(e) t =  0.9 P[ ( f ) i  =  l . l f 7
Figure 4.2: Evolution of Binary Merger. Isodensity images of the  m erger of the 
binary a t the  m inim um  of the n =  0.5 equilibrim um  sequence (a =  3.05). The 
density level is 5 x L0-4 of the m axim um  density. T he individual fram es in Figures 
4 .2 .a-l were taken a t the  indicated tim es, (fig. con t’d)
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(k) t =  2.0 P i (1) t = 2.2 P i
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T he grav ita tional waveforms th a t would be seen by an observer located  along 
the  ro ta tion  axis a t a distance r  from th e  system  are shown in F igure 4.3. (A t this 
viewing angle, <f> =  0 =  0 in equations A .21-25.) T he stra in  am plitude (h+, hx) 
of the  g rav ita tional wave rad iation  is unitless because its effect is to com press or 
elongate an  object it encounters by an am ount relative to  the  size of th e  object. 
The am plitude  of the waveforms reached its peak a t «  1.1 P / and  then  dropped off 
ra ther quickly. However, since the  central object is still som ewhat ellipsoidal a t the 
end of th e  sim ulation, the am plitude never com pletely dies away. Again assum ing 
M  =  1.4 M q and R s ph =  10 km, the  m axim um  am plitude of our G W R  waveforms is 
hmax =  3.0 x 10-18 for a  source a t a  d istance r  =  10 kpc; th e  frequency of th e  G W R  
during the  peak cycle of the waveforms is ~  1.1 kHz. At th e  end of the sim ulation, 
the peak am plitude of the G W R  for a source a t a distance r  =  lOkpc is ~  3.3 x 10-19 
and th e  frequency is «  2.5 kHz.
T he results of this evolution are qualitatively  sim ilar to the n  =  0.5 polytropic 
binary m erger perform ed by RS (1994). T he sim ulation by these au thors, however, 
was carried  out for «  3 Pi after the  surfaces of the  stars cam e into con tact, a t which 
point the  cen tral object was still ellipsoidal.
In order to  determ ine the relative size of the direct contribution of the  artificial 
viscosity to  th e  gravitational waveforms (see equations A .12 and A.20), in Figure 
4.3 we have overlayed waveforms which were com puted w ithout th e  term s related  to 
the artificial viscosity (solid curves) on waveforms which were com puted w ith those 
term s (dashed curves). The two waveforms are indistinguishable.
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Figure 4.3: B inary M erger Sim ulation G rav ita tional W aveforms. T he two polar­
izations of the  gravitational waveforms from th e  n =  0.5 b inary  m erger evolution 
are shown for an observer located along th e  ro ta tion  axis a t a  distance r  from  the 
system . T he values of rh+ and rh x have been norm alized to R ^pflc~4M 2G2; th e  tim e
has been norm alized to [R%ph/(G  M )]1/ 2. In these units, Pj =  23.
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Chapter 5
Bar—M ode Instability
If a  com pact s ta r  is ro ta ting  rapidly  enough, it might encounter a  rotationally  
induced b a r-m o d e  instability. T he onset of this instability  occurs when =  T j \W \ ,  
the  o b je c t’s ra tio  of ro tational kinetic energy T  to  gravitational po ten tia l energy W ,  
reaches a  critical value /?„.,> This value of /3CTt£ depends on th e  EOS and angular 
m om entum  d istribu tion  of the ob ject. A com pact object undergoing this highly 
nonaxisym m etric instab ility  could potentially  em it detectable am ounts of GW R.
One type  of com pact object th a t m ay become unstable to  th e  dynam ical bar­
m ode instab ility  is a com pact s ta r  th a t has been spun up to high ro ta tio n a l velocities 
via accretion of mass and  angular m om entum  from  a  binary com panion. A nother 
possible com pact object th a t m ay undergo this instability  is a  partia lly  collapsed 
stellar core. The core of a m assive s ta r  th a t has depleted its  supply  of nuclear 
fuel will begin to collapse tow ard neu tron  s ta r densities. If th e  core was initially- 
ro tating , conservation of angular m om entum  implies tha t its angular velocity will 
increase as its size decreases (from about the size of a white dw arf w ith a radius 
on the  order of 104 km to the size of a  neutron s ta r with a  rad ius on the  order of 
10 km ). If th e  core spins up to th e  point where the centrifugal force of the star,
71
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in conjunction w ith its therm al (an d /o r degeneracy) pressure, balances its inwaxd 
g rav ita tional force, the  collapse will cease and an  equilibrium  s tru c tu re  - a  so-called 
“fizzler”-  will be form ed (see Shapiro and  L ightm an 1976 and Tohline 1984). If 
such a  s ta r  does encounter the  bar-m ode instability , it m ay shed enough angular 
m om entum  for collapse to ensue (Houser, C entrella , Sc S m ith  1994, hereafter HCS; 
T hom e 1995). This scenario has been cast in a doubtfu l light, however, by Tohline 
(1984) who suggests th a t fizzlers will m ost likely not have /? >  Pa-it-
HCS and Sm ith , Houser, Sc Centrella (1996, hereafter SHC) have recently per­
form ed hydrodynam ic sim ulations of the  b ar-m ode in stab ility  in the  context of 
com pact ob jects and have com puted the corresponding G W R  waveforms. As theirs 
was an in itia l step  in m odeling the bar-m ode instab ility  in th is context, th e  initial 
models used by HCS and SHC had the  sam e polytropic EOS (n =  1.5) and angular 
m om entum  d istribu tion  as had been used in previous sim ulations of this instability  
perform ed in th e  context of s ta r  form ation (e.g., Tohline, D urisen, Sc M cCullough 
1985; D urisen e t al. 1986). However, th e  sim ulations of HCS and SHC resulted 
in nearly  axisym m etric final configurations, in con trast w ith  th e  results of earlier 
sim ulations (e.g., Durisen e t al. 1986) and the  recent work of P ickett, Durisen. Sc 
Davis (1996, hereafter PD D ) which produced nonaxisym m etric end states. It was 
this discrepancy th a t prom pted  us to perform  our sim ulation of the  bar-m ode in­
stability.
O ur sim ulation began w ith a model th a t has the  sam e properties as the  m od­
els used by HCS and SHC. Specifically, th e  in itia lly  ax isym m etric polvtrope, con­
s truc ted  w ith  th e  HSCF code, has an n =  1.5 and is differentially ro ta ting  w ith 
an angular m om entum  distribu tion  identical to  th a t of a  uniform -density  object 
in uniform  ro ta tion  (i.e., a M aclaurin Spheriod; see §2.1.2). Previous sim ulations 
have dem onstra ted  th a t objects with this EOS and angular m om entum  distribu tion
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become unstab le  to  the bar-m ode when 0  reaches ficrit =  -27 (Tohline, D urisen, k  
M cCullough 1985; PD D ). Thus we varied th e  axis ratio , which is a  m easure o f how 
flattened th e  object is and m ust be given as inpu t to  the HSCF code (see §2.1.4), 
until we achieved a  highly flattened, rapidly ro ta ting  model w ith 0  =  .2987 >  0crit- 
This value is close to the  values used by PDD, HCS, and  SHC. T he density d is tri­
bution of th e  in itially  axisym m etric m odel was given the  following low am plitude, 
nonxisym m etric pertu rba tion  in order to hasten  the  onset of the  instability:
P =  P 1 +  1(T3 cos (2 /A ^)] , (5.1)
where I is th e  azim uthal grid zone num ber and A<t> is th e  azim uthal grid zone spacing. 
T he sim ulation  was perform ed on a  64 x 64 x 64 grid  which had equatorial and  ~ -  
sym m etries. T he  ou ter edge of th e  initial model was placed a t the 27th rad ial zone 
in order to  give th e  system  room  to  expand during th e  evolution.
Isodensity  contour snapshots of th e  system  at various times during the evolution 
are displayed in Figure 5.1. N onaxisym m etric s tru c tu re  from the  bar-m ode in s ta ­
bility first becam e noticeable in the  G W R  waveforms a t t ~  otdyn (see F igure 5.2 
below). H ere tdyn — {RzeG~l , where R e and M  axe the  equatorial radius and
mass of th e  in itia l model, respectively. At ~  11 tdyn, & bar shape is clearly visible 
to  the  eye (F igure 5.1.b); by ~  12 t tdyn the bar has begun to develop spiral arm s 
a t each end. At least two strong episodes of spiral arm  ejection take place. D uring 
these episodes th e  arm s expand and, a t tim es, appear to wrap around each o ther 
an d /o r fall back onto the central object. This behavior is qualitatively sim ilar to  the 
sim ulation of PDD and even to th e  early sim ulations of Durisen e t al. (1986) and 
W illiam s k  Tohline (1987). T he sim ulation was carried  out to ~  54 a t which 
tim e the  system  had still not com pletely settled  down to a steady sta te  and  the
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central ob ject was still quite nonaxisym m etric. A bout 3.4% of the  initial m ass left 
the grid during th e  sim ulation. T he to ta l angular m om entum  decreased by about 
26% (m ost likely carried off by the  mass th a t left th e  grid) and the to ta l energy 
increased by abou t 9.1% during the  sim ulation.
T he g rav ita tional waveforms seen by an observer located along the  ro ta tion  axis 
at a  d istance r  from  the  system  are shown in F igure 5.2. The waveforms reached 
their peak am plitude during the  onset of the  in stab ility  and th e  initial episode 
of spiral arm  ejection and continued to  m ain tain  a  sizeable, although gradually  
decreasing am plitude, at the end of the sim ulation. A persistent waveform such as 
this is m ore easily detected  th an  a  burst of G W R  w ith  the sam e peak am plitude 
because th e  m inim um  strength  signal a G W R detec to r can detect decreases as the 
duration of th e  signal increases. It should be noted th a t the direct contribution  of 
the effects of th e  artifical viscosity to the waveform (see equations A .12 and  A .20) 
were m istakingly om itted  from its com putation in th is sim ulation. However, the  
fact th a t the  inclusion of these term s did not drastically  change the shape of the  
waveforms in the b inary  m erger sim ulation presented in C hapter 4 (see discussion 
of Figure 4.3) indicates th a t the  qualitative shape of th e  waveform would probably 
be unchanged if they  had been properly included.
T he results of th is sim ulation are in qualitative agreem ent with the o ther s tu d ­
ies. perform ed in th e  context of s ta r  form ation, m entioned above. But they conflict 
with the SPH  sim ulation of HCS and the FDH and SPH  sim ulations of SHC which 
produced a nearly axisym m etric final object after <  35t^yn and thus G W R wave­
forms w ith am plitudes th a t decline more quickly th an  do ours. PDD suggest th a t 
this discrepancy could result from  the fact th a t th e ir sim ulation did not include 
artificial viscosity and th a t its dissipative effects m ay have dam ped the  asym m etry  
in the central objects of HCS and SHC. However, since artificial viscosity has been
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(e) t =  18.8 tdyn ( i ) t  =  21.8 tdyn
Figure 5.1: Evolution of Bax-M ode Instability. Isodensity im ages of a  rapidly ro­
ta ting  object th a t  undergoes th e  bar-m ode instability  are shown. T he density level 
is 2.5 x 10-3 of th e  m axim um  density. The individual fram es in Figures 5.1.a—1 were 
taken a t the indicated  tim es, (fig. cont’d)
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(i) t =  32.6 tjyn (j )t  = 39.Ztdyn
(k) t — 47.4 tdyn (1)  ^ — 53.4<(fyTX
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Figure 5.2: B ar-M ode Instab ility  G ravitational W aveforms. T he two polarizations 
of th e  g rav itational waveforms from the bar-m ode instab ility  evolution are shown 
for an observer located along the ro tation  axis a t a  d istance r  from the  system. 
T he values of r h + (solid curve) and rhx (dashed curve) have been norm alized to 
R ~ l c~4M 2G2; the  tim e  has been expressed in term s of tdyn-
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included in ou r sim ulation, this does not appear to  be the answer. A t th is tim e, the 
reason for th is discrepancy is not apparent.
A lthough th e  size of these objects is uncertain , if one assum es, for the  sake of 
exam ple, th a t a  ste llar core has approached the  size of a  NS before it spins up 
and flattens to  th e  point where it undergoes the  bar-m ode instab ility , its R e a t the 
onset of th e  in stab ility  will be ~  36 km  (corresponding to a 1.4 M® object with a 
R Sph =  10 km  and n =  1.5). Using these values of M  and R s Ph , th e  m axim um  
am plitude of our G W R  waveforms is hmax =  2.5 x 10-19 for a  source a t a distance 
r  =  10 kpc (hmax scales as the  frequency of th e  G W R  is ~  600 Hz early in the 
evolution and  ~  670 Hz late in the  evolution (the  frequency scales as R ~ 3/2).
Since, as m entioned previously, the  work of HCS and SHC and our follow up to 
it were only in itia l steps in the  study  of the  bar-m ode instab ility  as it relates to 
com pact s ta rs , it was reasonable to perform  sim ulations of system s w ith  n  =  1.5 th a t 
could be com pared w ith  the  previous work done in the  context of s ta r  form ation. 
However, th is  EOS is probably not appropria te  for stellar cores near a  s ta te  of 
collapse or n eu tron  stars. O ther choices of polytropic indices for fu tu re  sim ulations 
would be n  =  3, representative of an u ltrare la tiv istic  degenerate gas, or possibily 
n =  1.0 or 0.5, representative of stiffer NS EOS. Sim ulations w ith  realisitic NS EOS 
would be of p a rticu la r in terest.
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MILLISECOND PULSARS: DETECTABLE SOURCES O F  CONTINUOUS GRAVITATIONAL WAVES?
K im b e r ly  C  B. New , G. C h a n m u g a m . W a r r e n  W. J o h n s o n ,  a n d  J o e l  E. T o h l i n e
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ABSTRACT
L aboratory searches for the detection o f gravitational waves have focused on the detection o f  burst signals 
em itted during a  supernova explosion but have a o t resulted in any confirmed detections. An alternative 
approach has been to search for continuous wave (CW) gravitational radiation from the C rab pulsar. In this 
paper, we examine the possibility of detecting CW  gravitational radiation from pulsars and show that nearby 
millisecond pulsars are generally much better candidates. W e show that the minimum strain h, ~  10 " !4 that 
can be detected by tuning an antenna to the frequency of the millisecond pulsar PSR 19574-20. with th.- 
detector technology available a t present, is orders of magnitude better than w hat has been accomplished so far 
by observing the Crab pulsar, and is within an order o f m agnitude o f the maximum strain th a t may be pro­
duced by iL In addition, we point out that there is likely to be a  population o f rapidly rotating neutron stars 
(not necessarily radio pulsars) in the solar neighborhood whose spin-down evolution is driven by gravitational 
radiation. We argue that the projected sensitivity o f  m odem  resonant detectors is sufficient to detect the 
subset o f this population that lies within 0.1 kpc of the Sun.
Subject headings: gravitation —  pulsars: general —  radiation mechanisms: nontherm al — stars: neutron —  
waves
I. INTRODUCTION
There are two types of signals of gravitational radiation that 
are expected to be m ost readily detectable from astrophysical 
sources: burst signals o f short duration, from sources such as a  
stellar merger o r  a nonspherical core collapse associated with a 
supernova event; and continuous wave (CW) signals from 
sources such as short-period, com pact binary star systems or 
rapidly rotating, nonaxisymmetric (or precessing) compact 
stars (see Bonazzola &  M arck 1994 for a  review of several 
possible sources). M ost experimental searches for gravitational 
radiation have focused on the detection of burst signals. To 
date, there have been no confirmed detections of this type of 
gravitational radiation, although the terminal phase o f the 
coalescence o f neutron star binaries appears to be a promising 
source for future ground-based laser interferometers such as 
the LASER Interferometric G ravitational Wave Observatory 
(LIGO) (Abramovici et aL 1992; Cutler et al. 1993; Finn & 
C hernoff 1993). The detection o f CW radiation from binary 
sta r systems by a space-based interferometer has been pro­
posed (Faller & Bender 1984; Evans, [ben, & Sm arr 1987; 
Faller et aL 1989). Currently, though, the only experimental 
effort to detect CW  gravitational radiation that is underway 
has been pioneered by the Tokyo group that has searched for 
CW  emission from the Crab pulsar (Tsubono 1991). We argue 
here that nearby millisecond pulsars are likely to be stronger 
sources of CW  radiation than the Crab pulsar and therefore 
w arrant the attention of experimental searches for gravita­
tional radiation.
An axisymmetric object that is rotating about its m inor axis 
will not emit gravitational radiation because it has no time- 
varying quadrupole moraenL Therefore, a pulsar (or any ro tat­
ing neutron star, for that matter) must be nonaxisymmetric 
and /o r precessing in order for it to radiate (Ferrari & Ruffini 
1969; Zim m erm an 1978, 1980; Zimmerman & Szedenits 1979; 
Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983; Barone et aL 1938). Several 
mechanisms for the production of nonaxisymmetric deforma­
tions in pulsars have been suggested, including asymmetric 
crystallization o f the crusts, pressure and magnetic stress 
anisotropies, and rotationally induced instabilities (Ferrari & 
Ruffini 1969; Ipser 1971, and references therein; Imamura, 
Friedman. &  Durisen 1985). Misalignments between the sym­
metry and spin axes o f  pulsars might occur as the result of 
electromagnetic torques which are due to magneric dipole 
radiation, core quakes (Pines & Shaham  1974), o r encounters 
with neighboring stars (de Araujo et al. 1994).
Precessing nearby millisecond pulsars have recently been 
put forth by de Araujo et aL (L994) as good candidates for the 
detection o f  gravitational radiation by upcoming interferomet­
ric detectors. They suggest, however, that the signals seen by 
these detectors, which are due to radiation from wobbling 
pulsars, may be burst signals, not CW  signals. This is because 
the dam ping timescale for the wobble angle resulting from the 
emission o f  gravitational radiation is expected to be on the 
o rder of seconds, whereas the observation time needed to 
observe CW  sources is likely to be — I0 7 s. This situation does 
seem likely to present itself with the first generation of detec­
tors because the source signals are expected to be near the limit 
o f  detectability. Thus, a t least for some time, nonaxisymmetric 
deform ations may be the only channel through which pulsars 
produce detectable CW  radiation.
The rate at which gravitational energy is radiated from a 
nonaxisymmetric object that is rotating about its minor axis 
with angular velocity to is (Ferrari & Ruffini 1969; Shapiro & 
Teukolsky 1983)
= ~ IJ f_cj5 - (U
This expression has been derived in the quadrupole approx­
im ation for nearly Newtonian sources assuming that the object 
has principal moments o f inertia / „  / . ,  and f j ,  respectively, 
about its three principal axes a  >  a > c fixed in the body frame 
(Landau <£ Lifshitz 1962; Misner. Thorne, & Wheeler 1973), 
and e s  (a — i>)/(af>)‘,:  is the eliipticity in the equatorial plane. 
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Here, and throughout this paper, do ts denote differentiation 
with respect to time. Several au thors have proposed that the 
C rab pulsar is the best candidate for detecting CW  radiation 
( e g , Z immerman &  Szedenits 1979; T subono 1991) because it 
has the largest spin-down energy Qua density Ena/(4xrz) of all 
pulsars; here r is the distance to the pulsar and =  fjoxo 
ergs s ' 1 for the C rab pulsar) is the rotational energy 
loss rate. We note, however, that for a  neutron sta r o f given 
eQiptidty £, the loss rate due to gravitational radiation strongly 
favors stars that are spinning m ore rapidly (eq. [1]). Also, if the 
elliptidty is caused by the rapid ro ta tion  o f the star, one might 
expect the value o f e to be higher in stars th a t are rotating more 
rapidly. W ith this in mind, we have suggested (Barker et aL 
1994; see also Schutz 1995) th a t nearby millisecond pulsars 
(Backer et aL 1982; Fruchter, Sdnebring, &  T aylor 1988 J o h n ­
ston et aL 1993) may be stronger sources o f  C W  radiadon than 
the Crab pulsar (see § 2).
O ne favorable aspect o f C W  rad iadon  is tha t a  resonant 
detector can be tuned to the frequency o f  the emission. In order 
to tune a cylindrical bar detector so th a t its prim ary quadru­
pole m ode of osdlladon resonates w ith the frequency of radi­
adon from the pulsar co0 = 2co (see § 2), the bar m ust have a 
length L ~  ttcJ(oa, where c, 5.2 x 103 cm  s ' 1 is the speed o f 
sound in a  prototypical alum inum  alloy bar (see § 3). Thus, the 
length o f the bar must be L  — I J P „  m, where P „  =  103(2.v/tu) 
is the period of the pulsar in milliseconds. This is prohibirively 
long (L — 43 m) for the Crab pulsar th a t has a  period =  33. 
Consequently, the Tokyo group (Tsubuno 1991) has used two 
short crossed bars instead of a  single bar. Because better sensi- 
dvides are achievable using a  single bar. millisecond pulsars 
appear to be better candidates from a  detector design stand­
point as well (see § 3).
2. THE CASE FOR MILLISECOND PULSARS
In the quadrupole approxim ation, the two polarizations of 
the gravitational strain am plitude A th a t will be received by an 
observer located at a distance r along the ro tauon  axis of a 
source are (M isner et aL 1973; K ochanek et aL 1990; Rasio & 
Shapiro 1992)
p
Here and are Cartesian com ponents o f the reduced
quadrupole moment.
*., =  fy - R 7 T r / . (3)
where /  is the inerria tensor and T r I =  ( / . +  / 2 +■ / 3). If the 
source is a rotating, slightly nonaxisymmetric (a I-J
star,
=  4o r / j e  cos (2m t ) ,
=  2 u r / j  e sin (2cue) (4)
(Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983) and
0  o rf t . =  4 — —  / j f  cos (2ru t) , 
G
h t =  -J — —  e sm (2m e). 
c r
(5)
emission of gravitadonal rad iadon is 
h -  a G rK - * 7 T ‘' e
■ 4.1 X 10
\ 103* ergs s ' 7  \ l  k p c /
(6a)
(6b)
where, in the second expression, we have inserted the value of 
I j  £ prescribed by equadon (1), and the frequency at which the 
radiadon will be detected is a>0 =  2ai.
2.1. Expected Strains from Pulsars 
When a value o f f  3 =  10*3 g cm1 is adopted (a reasonable 
estimate for a  1.4 ,Vf0 neutron sta r o f radius 10 km), equadon 
(6a) can be written in the form
j  = 42x io-‘V L O ' (7)
where rlvc is the distance to the star in kiloparsecs. The right- 
hand side o f equadon (7) is given enurely in terms of observ­
able pulsar param eters and  assumes its largest value (ft,/e ~  
t0 * ‘4) for nearby millisecond pulsars like PSR 1957-t20 and 
PSR 0437 —47 (see Fig. 1). Unfortunately, one cannot use this 
expression to predict a  particular strain from a given pulsar 
without making some assum prion about the degree to which 
the pulsar possesses a  nonaxisymmetric structure.
Neutron sta r ellipdcides could conceivably be as large as the 
breaking strain o f their crust, which is thought to be £ 5  x 
10"* (Shapiro & Teukolsky 1933). For any specific pulsar, 
however, an upper limit to e can be directly inferred from a 
measurement of I3 if one assumes that the spin-down of the 
pulsar is attributed solely to the emission of gravitadonal radi­
adon (Press & Thom e 1972). In this situation. £ „ , =  ex i can 
be equated to as given in equadon (.11 and the inferred 
upper limit to the ellipucity is
<c* = 6.0(P^ P)“=, (8)
where, again, we have set f j  =  I0*3 g cm*. Note that, as in 





Therefore, the “ characteristic" gravitadonal strain amplitude 
ft, produced by a  star that is spinning dow n as result of the
r:G. I.—The two "observables “ >t,,V -  4.’  * 10"1 *1?^, r , , J ' ' vs. rc ,  -  
a . C i f o r  —470 pulsars from the Caitcch Pulsar Database. Binary 
puisars are denoted by asterisks. Solid and dashed lines denttfy the locus of 
points for sources with identical values o f  hf r ,„  -  10":* ind I0":\  respec­
tively. under the assumprion that gravitational radiation a  solely responsible 
lor the spin-down o f  the pulsars and. therefore, that < -  i , , .
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TABLE t 
Data fo* Retxoixtattvt Pulsaxs*
Pubar P r*p. *01
Crab......................... - 33.4 4 1 1 E - 1 3 1 4 9 I_52E-21 7 J 5 E - 4
V d a ......................... .  39J L 2 5 E -1 3 0.61 1 7 0 E - 2 2 I JOE —3
PSR 0437 - 4 7 ....... .  5.76 U E - 1 9 0.14 9.12E—19 2 J 9 E —8
PSR 1957 +  2 0 ....... 1.61 U S E - 2 0 1-53 I.07E—18 L 5 9 E -9
* From the C iilecb Pulsar Database. World Wide Web ate: http:// 
baa ealiedaedu/pdbJbnoJitmL
entirely in terras o f  observable pulsar param eters. Equation (S) 
serves only as an upper bound to the ellipticity because other 
mechanisms are likely to be responsible for some portion of the 
observed P in pulsars. Indeed, in m ost norm al pulsars P is 
thought to be determined primarily by energy losses due to 
magnetic dipole radiation (O striker &  G unn 1969; Pacini 
1967) rather than by losses due to gravitational radiation, so 
the true ellipticities of m ost pulsars will be less (perhaps orders 
of magnitude less) than the value c0,  given by expression (8). 
Note that the limit on £ set by this expression for millisecond 
pulsars is very small; for example, for PSR 0437—47 and PSR 
1957+20, t c ,  =  3 x  10"* and 1.6 x 10"’ , respectively (see 
Fig. 1 and Table 1).
It proves instructive to construct a plot o f the two 
“ observables " h je  versus ec l  for a  large num ber of pulsars. 
Figure 1 includes (as o f  1995 January) all of the (~470) pulsars 
in the Caltech Pulsar D atabase (which comprises data 
published in Taylor. M anchester, &  Lyne 1993) for which 
P, and rtpc (the distance obtained from the dispersion 
measurement) were available. It should be noted, first, that 
because they tend to have very small values o f P as well as 
small values of F „ ,  millisecond pulsars tend to cluster in the 
upper left-hand corner o f this figure. By contrast, normal 
pulsars tend to cluster in the lower right-hand region of the 
diagram. The fines draw n in Figure 1, with slopes of — I, iden­
tify the locus of points for sources with identical values of 
ht rtfe as measured from E arth  under the (unlikely) assumprion 
that the spin-down of all pulsars is a ttribu ted  solely to the 
emission of gravitational radiation, i.e., under the assumprion 
« =  «ox-
For example, by this assum ption, pulsars above and to the 
right of the solid line would have 'n, > 10 . and the Crab
and Vela pulsars, in particular, would exhibit the largest values 
o fA J-IO -2-1).
When confronted with a diagram  like Figure 1, one is 
tempted to assume that the C rab and Vela pulsars will be the 
brightest CW sources in the sky. However, all that one can 
safely conclude is that, because these objects exhibit large spin- 
down rates (which are understood to be the result of magnetic 
dipole radiation, and not gravitational radiation), the 
“ observable" ec> places only a very loose constraint on the 
underlying structural ellipticity of these two neutron stars. One 
is permitted by eca  to adopt ellipticity values as large as few 
* 10”*—and, hence, strains approaching 10" : i —without 
conflicting with measured values o f P . However, in light of 
what we know about millisecond pulsars, it seems unreason­
able to assume that these neutron stars have structural ellip­
ticities of this magnitude. In particular, under the premise that 
nonaxisymmetric structure in neutron stars is likely to be rota- 
rionally enhanced (see Im am ura et aL 1985), one would not 
expect c to be larger in (the relatively slowly rotating) normal 
pulsars than it is in millisecond pulsars. Correspondingly, it
would be difficult to imagine th a t the C rab and Vela pulsars 
have efiipriciries larger than  e — 10" * - 10_ * (the limit set by 
co t  in millisecond pulsars) and, hence, tha t they produce 
strains largerthan ht  — 10" 39- 10_3°.
In millisecond pulsars, it is conceivable tha t non­
axisymmetric distortions are induced by the relatively large 
rotational energies o f these objects an d  th a t measurable levels 
o f CW radiation resu lt A t first glance, PSR 0437 —47 would 
appear to be the best candidate for the detection of CW radi­
ation because it is the millisecond pulsar with the largest value 
o f the product (A ./ekcr =  - 6  *  10” 24- However,- taking the 
conservative view th a t e is nowhere larger than  the value o f cc ,  
set by PSR 1957+20 (Le, £ 5  1 .6 x 1 0 * ’), the pulsar 
exhibiting the largest hc is PSR 1957+20 itself (At =  1.7 
x 10*” ). We consider this to be a  m uch more reasonable 
estimate o f likely strains coming from the best candidates for 
the detection of CW radiation than  the estimates set earlier 
based on the observed properties o f  the C rab and Vela pulsars.
22. Variation o f Characteristic Strain with Age
In models that assume that the spin-down of pulsars is 
entirely due to magnetic dipole radiation, it has been appre­
ciated for quite some time that pu lsa r evolutionary paths can 
be drawn in an “ observables " diagram  sim ilar to our Figure 1 
if one adopts a  particular function prescribing the strength of 
pulsar magnetic fields as a  function o f  time (see Chanmugam 
1992). Similarly, an evolutionary pa th  in the h je  versus cG,  
diagram can be plotted for any individual pulsar if one 
assumes that the pulsar’s m easured P  is entirely due to gravita- 
rional radiation and adopts a  particular function prescribing 
the pulsar's ellipticity as a  function o f rime. T o make such an 
evolutionary discussion relevant to the broad class o f pulsars, 
rather than to one pulsar a t a  time, we should first remove any 
distance dependence from the diagram . By analogy with tradi­
tional discussions o f stellar evolution, we define an * absolute '  
characteristic strain Hc for any pulsar to be the characteristic 
strain it would exhibit if it were located a  distance rkpe =  1 
from the Sun. Figure 2 redisplays all the pulsar data from 
Figure I on this “ absolute " characteristic strain scale.
First, note that if =  0.5 is associated with the maximum 
rotaticn rate (breakup velocity) o f  any neutron star, then the 
dotted horizontal line draw n a t Iogl0 (Hje)  = —16.73 in 
Figure 2 represents the largest achievable absolute character­
istic strain of any neutron star, even a t  birth. (The true demar­
cation line may, in fact, be som ew hat higher o r somewhat 
lower than this; its correct location cannot be established until 
our understanding of the equation o f sta te  of neutron star 
m atter improves.) The simplest function to choose for eCI(:) is 
cCR equals a constant. Then all evolutionary trajectories are 
verticil in Figure 2, and, because P is positive, all trajectories 
are directed downward. The rate a t which a neutron star 
evolves along its vertical path in Figure 2 is prescribed by 
equation (8). Specifically, we can write
PHP  =  • (9>
where .4 =  1.9 x 103 s * 3/I. Then, if we assume for simplicity 
that the pulsar period initially is m uch less than its period at 
tim e :. :he function P(t) becomes
P2 = (2jr )
(10)
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Fig. 2.—  S u a e  d a u  shown in Ftj. I. except that all puhan are now 
am used  :o be located at a distance rtm  «  I Cram the Sun. On this scale, the 
'ab solu te"  characteristic gravitational strata amplitude is i f ,  ■  * 2  it 
(.  If the breakup velocity limits the period of a aeutroo star to 
-  (15. the dotted horizontal Use marks the largest possible H j t  for any 
neutron star. Solid and dashed lines represent the isochrooes o f  pulsars with 
ages o f 10* and 1019 (the Hubble line) yr. respectively, under the assumptions 
that f g ,  is a constant function o f tune and < -
If we com bine this with equation (7), the rate of evolution 
along a (vertical) trajectory in Figure 2 is prescribed by the 
following expression:
^  =  (4 .0  x  1 0 " 19 ( I I )
According to equadon (I I), a population of neutron stars that 
have the sam e age but varying ellipticity will trace out a 
straight line tha t has a  slope o f — 1 in Figure 2. More specifi­
cally, the solid and  dashed line in Figure 2 locate isochrooes o f 
r =  10* and I0 ‘° years, respecuvely. It is interesting to note 
that none of the individual pulsars plotted in Figure 2 lie below 
the 10l ° yr, o r  “ Hubble line,” isochrone. Somewhat sur­
prisingly, isochrones in Figure 2 exhibit the same slope ( — 1) as 
lines o f constant absolute characteristic strain (see Fig. 1). 
Hence, a  population of neutron stars of the same age will 
exhibit the sam e absolute characterisdc strain across the enure 
population. F o r reference, the solid and dashed lines in Figure 
2 correspond to strains of H, =  7.1 x 1 0 " "  and 7.1 x 10"2*. 
respectively.
2.3. A Population o f Loud CW  Sources 
According to models that invoice magnetic dipole radiation 
to explain the spin-down of pulsars, a pulsar's magnetic field 
strength is related to P and P by the expression 3 =  
3.2 x 1015 G s ~ u '{PP)li: (Chanmugam 1992). By this relation, 
the extremely small value of P that has been measured for the 
millisecond pulsar PSR 1957 -r 20 can be understood only if 
this pulsar possesses a  magnetic field that is no stronger than 
1.7 x 10* G. It seems unlikely that this field strength is unique 
among the population o f rapidly rotating neutron stars (not all 
of which are radio pulsars) that resides in the solar neighbor­
hood. Among this subpopulation, gravitational radiation will 
dom inate over magnetic dipole radiation as the principal 
energy loss mechanism throughout each star’s life (<  1010 yr) 
as long as the stars have equatorial ellipticities fG« >  6
x  10 “ 9. (M ore generally, the criterion works out to be ec t  2  
0-205fi, where B u  is the field strength in units o f 1012 G.)
Given that the tightest constraint that currently has been 
placed o n  the ellipticity of neutron stars is t  <  5 x  10"*, set by 
the breaking strain  o f  the crust, it does not seem unreasonable 
to suggest th a t m ost neutron stars with 5  £  10* G  also have 
structural ellipticities ec» 1 10"*. (As a  point o f reference, 
according to C ook 1973. the gravitational field o f Earth 
exhibits an  effective ellipticity ~  10"*.) We submit, therefore, 
that in the so la r neighborhood there exists a  family o f rapidly 
ro tating  neutron  stars whose spin-down is driven by gravita­
tional radiation . According to the preceding discussion, even 
after 10‘° y r o f  evolution we are guaranteed that this family of 
objects will exhibit an absolute strain > 7  x  10“ 2’ . It would 
seem, then, th a t CW  detectors designed to reach this strain 
level are  virtually certain to detect this population of stars.
3 . e x p e r i m e n t a l  f e a s i b i l i t y
Experim ents having the sensitivity necessary to directly 
detect gravitational radiation are difficult to design and 
c o n d u c t W e consider here a  necessary condition for the feasi­
bility o f  any new experiments designed to improve significantly 
the sensitivity for detection o f CW  sources. The specification of 
sufficient conditions is a much broader issue requiring dis­
cussion beyond the scope of this paper.
It is well understood that there are two fundamental, and 
predictable, noise sources that will necessarily limit the sensi­
tivity o f any gravitational wave detector: thermomecbanical 
force noise and  sensor noise. The first of these arises from 
random  forces applied to the antenna as a  result of its coupling 
to a finite-tem perature heat bath; the second results from 
random  fiuctuations a t the output of the electromechanical 
devices that are used to sense any gravitationally induced, 
time-varying distortions of the antenna. For detection of burst 
sources, both  types of noise are im portant (Solomonson. 
Johnson, & H am ilton 1993).
The situation is different if one conducts a  targeted search 
for CW  emission from a  known pulsar. Then information from 
radio observations can be used to great advantage. For 
example, from the measured pulsar rotation frequency ui. one 
knows to w hat frequency =  2tu the antenna should be 
tuned, and, because P is extremely small, one expects to receive 
a steady fiux o f  gravitational radiation at the prescribed fre­
quency fo ra  very long timc(P/P  — 10*—LO10 yr for millisecond 
pulsars). The continuous interaction of a resonantly tuned 
antenna with a  steady, periodic gravitational force allows the 
mechanical am plitude of the antenna to grow steadily with 
time. C oherent averaging of the motion, accounting for the 
D oppler shifts o f the observer and of the source, can be used to 
narrow the bandw idth of the measurement to such an extent 
that the sensor noise, under reasonable conditions, can become 
completely negligible. Thus, it should be possible to avoid 
sensor noise altogether within a narrow range of frequencies 
and thereby greatly reduce the minimum detectable strain 
am plitude hc com pared to the amplitude that is delectable 
from burst sources. Such techniques have been employed in the 
search for CW  radiation from the Crab pulsar (Tsubono 199IX
In practice, then, the mechanical motion of the antenna will 
have two parts: the motion induced by the gravitational wave 
signal and the m otion induced by the thermomechamcal force 
noise. This remaining noise source is simply the random 
Langevin force F, o r the mechanical equivalent of Johnson-
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Nyquist noise in electrical circuits. The relative amplitude o f  
these two contributions to the signal can be calculated by start­
ing from the equations o f  ordinary elasuc theory and including 
the CW  gravitational and  Langevin forces as driving terms 
(M erkowitz &  Johnson 1994).
The elastic equation  can  be solved via an eigenfunction 
expansion th a t produces one harm onic oscillator equation for 
each eigenmode o f  the system, fa  this harm onic oscillator for­
mulation. the C W  gravitational force takes the form
Jew =  fp L .A -M  =  -  \n L ,h '<»5 cos ai„c, (12)
where p  is the effective mass o f the detector and L, is the 
effective length o f  the m ode for a  particular component o f the 
gravitational strain tensor. Representing the effects of F by a 
random  gravitational field A*, the Langevin foreeJVft) takes the 
form
(13)
Therefore, the to tal force acting on the antenna can be written 
as:
/«  = ltd-.P»*W -  K <"o «os “ 0 r] • (14)
The spectral density S* of any random  force/* is given by
= (15)
w h e re /, is the Fourier transform  of/*  and an asterisk denotes 
the complex conjugate. Setting /*  =  f r and realizing that A* S  
—tug ft*, we deduce
(16)
where
Sr = (+mL,£u5)-S, ,
Sr. 2 <AJA*> (17)
But the single-sided spectral density of the Langevin force near 
a resonanc m ode a t  frequency cu„ is fixed by simple thermody­
namics and the fluctuation dissipation theorem to be
Sr =  4fcT|(?)• (IS)
where ft is the Boltzmann constant, T  is the physical tem­
perature of the heat bath, and Q is called the mode quality 
factor ( Q " ‘ is the dissipation coefficient). Hence, combining 
equations (16) and (13), we derive
16ftT 
L; po<o Q "
(19)
This expression gives the spectral density o f the noise produced 
in the antenna by the Langevin force, normalized to the ampli­
tude of the force on the antenna as a  result of the gravitational 
wave itself.
The square root o f is referred to as the “ strain noise ” o f 
the antenna and can be used to define the background noise 
level below which a  signal o f astrophysical origin will remain 
undetectable. M ore specifically, if one integrates the signal over 
an observing time z and dem ands a l e  confidence level for 
detection, the smallest reliably detectable ft, will be
(20)
When developing a  detector for CW  gravitational radiation, 
expression (19) is im portant because it identifies design param­
eters th a t contribute m ost significantly to  the amplitude o f the 
random  noise near the resonant mode of the antenna. It is 
im portan t to realize, in addition, that the factors of length, 
mass, and  frequency are no t independent. They are coupled by 
the geom etry and composition o f  the antenna. F or example, 
for the prim ary quadrupole m ode of a  “ long" right circular 
cylinder, o r  bar, with length L and diam eter <f 4  L, the mode 
param eters become
/i =  \p sd l L ,
4 4c




where p is the mass density of the antenna material and c, is the 
speed of sound in the material. Substituting these expressions 
into equation (19), the expression for strain  aoise becomes
(22)
where we have used the density (p s  2.7 g e m '1) and sound 
velocity o f  aluminum alloy (c, =  5 2 x  103 cm s ~ lX which we 
regard as the most likely material for such an antenna. Note 
that neither cu0 nor L has a direct effect on  the sensitivity of the 
bar antenna, but the source frequency does affect the length L 
of the bar (L =  11 m for PSR 1957 + 20, for example).
W ith current technology, the chosen scale parameters are 
within the realm of feasibility. The specified diameter, for 
example, is a t the limit o f current commercial casting capabil­
ity, and  T  — 0.05 K  has recently been achieved for the NAU­
T ILU S b ar detector under development by the Rome group 
(Astone et aL 1991). We have assumed that a  moderate 
im provement in the value o f Q over bar antennas available at 
present can be accomplished. Such values o f Q have been 
achieved by annealing small samples o f commercially obtained 
alum inum  alloy 5056 (M arsden 1984). The most significant 
technical difficulty in achieving a  strain noise as low is  10"13 
H z ' l/I, as indicated by our parameterization o f expression 
(22), is likely to be vibration isolation in such an ultra-low- 
tem perature cryostat.
An integration time ~ 4  months seems feasible for tracking a 
pulsar th a t is well timed from radio observations and makes it 
reasonable to repeat the measurement a  number of times for 
confirm ation. Combining expressions (20) and (22) and setting 
r =  107 s, the smallest detectable A, becomes 1.5 * 1 0 '34. By 
com parison, the Tokyo group has obtained an upper limit of 
ftc — 2 x 10" II for the Crab pulsar (Owa et aL 1988). Current 
experiments they are conducting are likely to lead to improve­
ments o f a  factor 100 or so (K. Tsubono, private 
communication).
A recently proposed, alternative to the cylindrical bar detec­
to r is a  “ spherical" detector having an antenna configured as a 
truncated icosahedron, that is, an antenna with the same geo­
metric shape as the Cs0 Buckyball molecule (Johnson & Mer­
kowitz 1993; Merkowitz Sc. Johnson 1994). .An antenna of this 
type with a diameter 0  exhibits five resonant quadrupole
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sphere o f diam eter 2 2  m designed to resonate with twice the 
rotation frequency of PSR  1957 +  20. If the integration time is 
again chosen to be r  =  107 s, the m in im u m  detectable strain 
for a  spherical detector tuned to PSR 1957+20 is predicted to 
behc = 8.0 x  10"27.
4 . DISCUSSION
N earby millisecond pulsars are  good candidates for the 
detection o f CW  gravitational radiation. Because o f their close 
proximity and rapid ro tation , they are capable o f  emitting 
radiation with larger gravitational strain amplitudes than 
pulsars th a t are farther aw ay and /o r have longer periods.
The minimum strain hc ~  tO-26 (1-5 x  10~26 for a  bar 
detector, 8.0 x 10"27 for a  spherical detector) that can be 
detected by designing an antenna tuned to the rotation fre­
quency o f  the millisecond pulsar PSR 1957 +  20 and employing 
the resonant detector technology available a t present is orders 
o f m agnitude better than w hat has been accomplished so far by 
observing the C rab pulsar, and  within an  order of magnitude 
o f the m aximum strain that can be produced by PSR 1957+20 
as a  result o f rotatiooaJly induced nonaxisymmetric deforma­
tions. T he design and operation of a resonant antenna th a t is 
tuned to the rotation frequency of PSR 1957 +  20 would, a t the 
very least, place physically meaningful constraints on the non­
axisymmetric ellipticity o f  millisecond pulsars.
We have argued (§ 2 J )  th a t there alm ost certainly is a  popu­
lation of rapidly rotating neutron stars (not necessarily radio 
pulsars) within the solar neighborhood whose spin-down evo­
lution is driven by gravitational radiation. Throughout their 
entire lifetime, these stars will radiate a t an “ ab so lu te ' strain 
f i , 2 7  x  1 0 '2S. It is significant that the projected sensitivity 
of m odem  resonant detectors is sufficient to detect the subset 
o f this population o f stars that resides within 0.1 kpc o f the 
Sun.
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modes, each having m ode param eters o f the form:
cuo =  3 2 4 1 . (23a)
=  (23b)
£., =  0 -3010 . (23c)
Again, the size o f  the antenna is fixed by the sound velocity and 
the source frequency; for example, D = 22  m for PSR 
1957 +  20.
Substituting these expressions into equation (19) gives the 
following expression for the strain noise o f a  spherical antenna:
n r  /  9-92*7-V ' 2
(24)
The first equality  appears to be little different from the bar case 
but, actually, because the diam eter D for a sphere is larger than 
the diam eter d for a bar, when both  have the same resonant 
frequency the value o f (S J ,,J for the sphere is smaller. Addi­
tional advantages of a  spherical detector are that it can be 
equally sensitive to a  wave from  any direction and it is capable 
of measuring the direction and polarization of the wave 
(Forward 1971; W agoner &  Paik 1976; Merkowitz & Johnson 
1994).
In the second equality o f expression (24) we have used the 
coupling o f the antenna’s diam eter to the frequency to elimi­
nate D in favor o f the pulsar period P ra. We have again 
assumed alum inum  alloy as the m aterial As in the case of the 
bar detector, a  significant technical difficulty will be main- 
taming high Q when casting o r  joining aluminum to make a
Chapter 7 
Summary and Discussion
We have exam ined th ree  types of com pact astrophysical system s th a t are possible 
sources of detectab le g rav itational wave radiation (G W R ). O ne of these systems 
was the nonaxisym m etric pulsar. O ur analysis, based on the  assum ption tha t any 
equatorial asym m etries present in these objects were ro tationally  induced, indicates 
th a t nearby m illisecond pulsars are generally b e tte r candidates for th e  detection of 
G W R th a n  the  Crab pulsar, which has been the ob ject of an ongoing search for 
G W R (Tsubono 1991). O u t of the population of ~  470 pulsars th a t we exam ined, 
the millisecond pulsar P S R  1957+20 is the best candidate , w ith a  m axim um  possible 
GW R stra in  am p litude  hc =  1.7 x 10-27. If a resonant detecto r tuned  to the 
G W R frequency of P S R  1957+20 (1.25 kHz =  twice its ro ta tion  frequency) was 
constructed  and incorporated  the latest advances in detector technology, it could 
detect a m inim um  stra in  of 10-26. Thus resonant detecto r technology is approaching 
the level where G W R  from  nonaxisym m etric, millisecond pulsars m ay be observed.
The second type of G W R  source tha t we investigated was a  rapidly  rotating, 
com pact s ta r  th a t undergoes the rotationally  induced bar-m ode instability. O ur 
finite-difference hydrodynam ics (FDH) sim ulation of th e  bar-m ode instability  was
86
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prom pted by a discrepancy between the  recent sim ulations of HCS and SHC and 
earlier sim ulations of this in stab ility  (see, e.g. Durisen et al. 1986). In agreement with 
those earlier sim ulations, as well as w ith the  recent work of PD D , th e  outcom e of our 
bar-m ode evolution is an  ob ject w ith an  enduring nonaxisym m etric structure. As 
shown in Figure 5.2, th e  corresponding G W R  waveforms have a persisten tly  strong, 
although gradually  declining, am plitude. This result contrasts w ith  the published 
results of HCS and SHC, whose final objects are nearly ax isym m etric  and whose 
corresponding G W R waveforms appear to drop off more quickly th a n  do ours.
Because these separate  b ar-m ode sim ulations began w ith  in itia l models having 
the sam e equation of s ta te  (EO S), angular m om entum  d is tribu tion , and nearly the 
sam e ratio  of kinetic energy to grav itational potential energy, it seems likely that 
the differences in th e  final configurations are due to differences in the numerical 
techniques used by the  various authors. At present, however we have not been able 
to determ ine the specific reason for th e  observed differences in th e  outcom es of the 
sim ulations. Since th e  outcom e of a num ber of independent FD H  sim ulations of the 
bar-m ode instab ility  (D urisen et al. 1986, PDD, and the one presented  herein) agree 
qualitatively  w ith one another, it is im portan t th a t we discover why the results of 
SHC differ. It m ay prove instruc tive to  place the final, q u as i-s ta tic  configuration 
of the  bar-m ode evolution presented in this work into the  FD H  and Smoothed 
P artical H ydrodynam ics (SPH ) codes of SHC and see w hether or not these codes 
can m ain tain  its persisten t nonaxisym m etric structure . An enduring  waveform such 
as ours would be easier to detect than  a short G W R signal w ith th e  sam e am plitude, 
because the  m inim um  streng th  signal a  G W R detector can de tec t decreases as the 
duration  of the  signal increases.
O ne exam ple of a  com pact s ta r th a t m ight encounter this in s tab ility  is a partially 
collapsed stellar core. A lthough Tohline (1984) has suggested th a t it is unlikely tha t
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this ty p e  of ob ject would have enough ro ta tional k inetic energy to  encounter th is 
instability , it is still in teresting to estim ate w hat th e  s treng th  and  frequency of th e  
G W R  would be if a  such a s ta r  did develop th e  b ar-m ode . If, by way of exam ple, 
one assum es a  m ass of M  = 1 .4  M® and an equato ria l radius R e =  36 km  for th e  
object before it undergoes th e  bar-m ode instab ility , th e  m axim um  am plitude of 
our G W R  waveforms is 2.5 x 10-19 for a source a t a  d istance of r  =  10 kpc (th is 
am plitude scales as R ~ x and r ~ l ); the frequency of th e  G W R  is ~  600 Hz early in 
the evolution and  ~  670 Hz la te  in the  evolution (th is frequency scales as R ~3 2^). It 
would be of in terest to  see how a variation in th e  EOS used affects th e  outcom e of 
the evolution. An n  =  1.5 polytropic EOS was app rop ria te  in the  in itia l sim ulations 
of this in stab ility  th a t were perform ed in the  contex t of s ta r  form ation; however, it 
is likely not app ro p ria te  for a stellar core in th e  process of collapsing to  neutron s ta r  
densities or for a  neu tron  s ta r spun up to high ro ta tional velocities via accretion 
from a  com panion.
T he th ird  ty p e  of G W R source studied in th is work is a coalescing com pact b i­
nary. In particu la r, we exam ined synchronously ro ta ting , equal mass binaries w ith 
polytropic, ze ro -tem p era tu re  w hite dwarf, and  realistic  neutron s ta r EOS. In order 
for our explicit FD H  code to  be able to follow th e  coalescence of a  b inary  system , 
it m ust proceed on a dynam ical timescale. Hence, we began our investigation by 
testing  th e  dynam ical stab ility  of individual m odels constructed  along equilibrium  
sequences of b inaries w ith the  sam e to tal m ass M j  and  EOS bu t decreasing sep­
aration , in order to  determ ine if any models on these sequences were unstable to  
m erger on a  dynam ical tim escale.
O ur stab ility  analyses s ta rted  w ith two w hite dw arf (W D) EOS sequences, one 
with a  low m ass { M r  =  .500 M®) and one w ith  a  fairly high mass (M r  =  2.03 .V/®), 
used as representatives of the nine regular WD EOS sequences we constructed  (which
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ranged in  m ass from  M r  =  -298 to  2.72M q ). O ur sim ulations indicate th a t no points 
of dynam ical instab ility  exist on e ither of these two sequences. We have inferred from 
this resu lt, th a t it is likely (although not certain) th a t the  o ther W D sequences are 
also dynam ically  stab le. This being the  case, we expect th a t it will not be possible 
to properly  sim ulate  th e  coalescence of equal mass W D -W D  binaries using SPH or 
explicit FD H  techniques. This situation  m ay change if W D -W D  binaries having 
unequal m ass com ponents are sim ulated.
O ur exam ination  of th e  n =  1.5 and n =  1.0 polytropic sequences also identified 
no points of dynam ical instability . This resu lt conflicts w ith the published results of 
RS (1992, 1995) who identified a dynam ically  unstab le b inary  between the m inim um  
and th e  te rm inal point of th e  n  =  1.5 sequence and ano ther ju s t past the  m inim um  of 
the n =  1.0 sequence. However, like RS (1994), our test of th e  n =  0.5 sequence does 
indicate th e  presence of a  dynam ical instability . In our sim ulations, this instability  
sets in betw een a =  3.19 and  a =  3.05 (the separation  of the  m odel a t the minim um ). 
RS (1994) locate th e  po in t of dynam ical instab ility  a t a =  2.97; although they do 
not s ta te  where th e  m inim um  of their sequence is located, the  analytical work of 
LRS (1993b) places it a t a =  2.99. Recall th a t LRS (1993b) label th is m inim um  as 
a secular instab ility ; they  predict th a t a  dynam ical instab ility  sets in a t a sm aller 
separation (a =  2.68) on this sequence. However, in light of the  sim ulations of RS 
(1994) and  of th is work, it seems th a t it m ay be the  m inim um  itself th a t is associated 
with th e  onset of th e  dynam ical instability.
The differences betw een our results and  those of RS (1992, 1995) for the se­
quences w ith  th e  softer EOS m ay result from the  fact th a t SPH has difficulty m od­
eling low density  regions th a t are more extensive in system s w ith softer EOS. It is 
interesting to  note th a t the  analytical work of LRS (1993b) predicts th a t points of 
dynam ical instab ility  exist only on sequences for which n is less than  ss 0.7. It would
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be in trigu ing  to test the stab ility  of o ther po lytropic sequences w ith  our FDH code 
in order to  determ ine a t w hat value of n  the dynam ical in stab ility  appears. A nother 
point th a t  is w orth em phasizing again, is th a t our stab ility  tests  were run  in the  
ro ta ting  fram e of reference. We believe th a t we would have m isidentified some tru ly  
stable m odels as being unstab le had these tests been perform ed in th e  inertial fram e 
(see th e  discussion in §3.2 associated with F igure 3.8).
O ur s tab ility  analyses of the  realistic neu tron  s ta r  (NS) EOS sequences identified 
models a t  (or near) the m inim a of the  soft EOS F and th e  hard  EOS L as being 
dynam ically  unstable. However, because of tim e constrain ts we were unable to 
determ ine w hether or not the  onset of the dynam ical in stab ility  takes place in the 
regions of th e  m inim a of these sequences. If th e  n =  0.5 sequence is taken as an 
exam ple, one m ight infer this to  be the case. A lthough we did not te s t the  stab ility  
of the m ed ium  EOS FPS sequence we constructed , we expect th a t such tests would 
yield resu lts  sim iliar to  those of the  o ther two NS EOS. If fu rther sim ulations of the  
n =  0.5 an d  NS EOS sequences do identify the  m inim um  as th e  po in t of dynam ical 
instability , th e  question will arise as to why th is tu rn ing  point does not also m ark 
the onset of dynam ical instab ility  on the sequences w ith softer EOS. A t this tim e 
we are unab le  to provide a physical explanation for this possibility.
We followed the  evolution of the  binaxy a t th e  m inim um  of th e  n =  0.5 sequence, 
which we had  determ ined to be dynam ically unstab le, through coalescence w ith our 
FDH code. A t th e  end of th e  sim ulation, the ellipsoidal central ob ject is encircled by 
spiral arm s, ejected  from the  system  during th e  m erger, th a t have w rapped around 
on them selves and is continuing to em it low am plitude  GW R. If the  com ponents of 
the in itia l b inary  are assum ed to have M  = I AM ®  and spherical radii R s Ph =  10 km, 
then th e  m axim um  am plitude of the G W R em itted  during the evolution is 3.0 x 10-18
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for a  source a t r  =  10 kpc and  th e  frequency during the peak em ission cycle is 
«  1.1 kHz.
Even though our work indicates th a t there  is no point of dynam ical in stab ility  
along the  n  =  1.0 sequences, it would still be possible for an explicit FD H  code to  
follow the  m erger of a  close binary  w ith th is EOS if it was assumed to  represent a 
neutron s ta r-n eu tro n  s ta r  (N S-N S) system . This is because the tim escale, tcw R ,  on 
which G W R  would drive a  close NS-NS binary  to coalescence is on th e  order of its 
initial o rb ita l period, P /.  A ccording to Shapiro &: Teukolsky (1983), a point m ass 
approxim ation to this tim escale  is
5 °5 t -
iG1™  =  2 5 6 G W '  ( , 1 )
If the b inary  a t the m in im um  of our n  =  1.0 sequence is assumed to have com ponents 
w ith M  =  1.4 M q and  R s ph =  10 km, then  tcw R  — 2.4 ms =  1.5 P /. (N ote
th a t for the  b inary  a t th e  m inim um  of our M r  =  2.03 jV/,:  WD EOS sequence,
{tGWR/Pi) =  2.1 x 10' and for th e  b inary  w ith  a =  2.58 on our M r  =  -500 WD 
EOS sequence, (t c w R /P r ) =  5.9 x 109.) Hence, if the  effects of the  G W R  reaction 
were accounted for, as o th e r au thors have done, the  merger of this b inary  would 
proceed on a  dynam ical tim escale.
We did not include th e  effects of the  rad ia tion  reaction in our FDH sim ulations in 
part because we felt it was im p o rtan t to  com pare the outcome of purely N ew tonian 
sim ulations w ith the  sim plest s ta rtin g  conditions (not including the  G W R  reaction 
and begun w ith synchronously ro tating , equilibrium  initial models, given no inward 
radial velocities) perform ed w ith different num erical techniques before m oving on 
to more com plex cases. T he variation betw een the results of our stab ility  analyses 
of binaries w ith the  softer EOS and those of RS (1992. 1995) and also between the
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outcom e of our bar-m ode instab ility  sim ulation and those of HCS and  SHC, seem 
to ju stify  this decision. C ertain ly  the inclusion of m ore com plex physics, such as 
the  effects of the  G W R reaction  and  of full general re la tiv ity  should be the  aim  of 
research in this field. It would also be instructive to analyze the  effects th a t varying 
the  EOS and the  angular m om entum  distribution  of the  initial m odels, in the  cases 
of bo th  coalescing binaries and  th e  bar-m ode instability, have on th e  outcom e of the  
evolutions and th e  waveforms they  produce. However, agreem ent m ust be reached 
on the results of much sim pler, New tonian sim ulations before we can, w ith a  good 
degree of confidence, present th e  results of m ore complex sim ulations as guides for 
those who will be designing and  building G W R detectors and for in terp re ting  the 
d a ta  collected a t fu ture G W R  observatories.
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A ppendix A
D etails of Hydrodynam ics
A .l Artificial V iscosity
Recall th e  definition of the bulk stress Qu. given in §2.2, which is used to intro­
duce artificial viscosity into the  hydrodynam ic equations,
Q  i t  —  C v i s P
0 otherwise.
(A .l)
Also recall th e  contribution of Qa to  th e  equations of motion,
d(pvi)
dt
and to  the  in ternal energy density e,
=  - V f (A .2)
~  = - Q M .  (A.3)
d t ^  dx- '
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Before the  finite difference equations used to com pute Qa  are given, it is neces­
sary to  identify the  positions where th e  flow variables are defined in  th e  cells of the 
FDH code’s cylindrical grid. A diagram  of an individual cell is given in Figure A .l. 
T he angular m om entum  density  A, th e  density p. and the g rav ita tio n al potential $  
are defined a t the cell center, labeled by point A. T he radial and  vertical velocities 
(u, w) and m om entum  densities (S , T )  are defined a t the cell vertex , point B. The 
com ponents of equation (A .l) , Q r r , Q z z ,  and Qo<t>'. are defined a t  points C. D, 
and E, respectively: thus when 'ViQu is used to update th e  m om en tum  densities 
according to equation (A .2), it will be defined a t the same place as these  densities.
Because of this choice of variable centering, the com putation  of Q a  requires tha t 
th ree separate in terpolations be perform ed in order to  determ ine th e  values of p a t 
the  three different positions where Q r r , Qzz, and Q are defined. N ote that in 
the  following equations, p jx i  refers to the  density a t the cen ter of th e  j t h  radial 
zone, the kth. vertical zone, and  th e  Ith  azim uthal zone. W hen any of th e  individual 
indices is indicated as being “+ / -  1” , it references the value of th e  density  in the 
forw ard/backw ard adjoining zone. For exam ple. p j+ i ,u - i  refers to  th e  density at 
the center of th e  j-Fl rad ial zone, the  Ath vertical zone, and th e  1-1 azim uthal zone. 
This sam e notation will be used throughout this appendix to  refer to  th e  positions 
of all flow variables. T he first in terpolation, used to determ ine p a t E. is a simple 
tw o-point average perform ed in th e  azim uthal direction:
1 /
P E  =  \ P j , k , l  +  P j . k . l - l )  ■
To determ ine p at C. a  four-po in t average m ust be performed:
1 /
P C  =  -  \ P j , k , l  +  P j ,k , l - 1  +  P j , k —l.i  +  P j . k - l . l - l )  •






Figure A .l: G rid Cell D iagram . A diagram  of an individual cylindrical grid cell is 
shown. T he line labeled "Axis" is the z-axis of the  coordinate system ; the  arrows 
indicate the  sense of the th ree  coordinate directions, R . 6. and a. Poin t A marks 
the center of the  cell; B, th e  indicated vertex of the  cell; point C, the  center of the 
indicated rad ial grid line; D. the center of the ind icated  vertical grid  line; E, the 
center of the back azim uthal face; E '. the center of the  front azim uthal face; F, the 
center of the  left rad ial face: F ', the center of the right radial face; G, the  center of 
the bo ttom  vertical face; and G '. the center of the top vertical face (adap ted  from 
X orm an &: W ilson 1978).
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T he determ ination  of p a t D is accomplished via an in terpo lation  which accounts 
for the curvature of th e  grid, since it requires the use of values of p a t different radii:
_  ( f tw  +  P jX l-1) ~  +  Pj-l ,k .l- l)  {R \k ,l -  R-lf j-i .k. l )
PD ~  2 K . , ,  -
Here, R j x i  is th e  value of the  cylindrical radius a t point B and Rhf]ikil =  Rj,k ,i+ ^-R /-  
is the value of the  cylindrical radius at points A and C. T he uniform  radial grid 
spacing is A R.  T he m ethods of interpolation used to determ ine p c , Pd , and Pe  are 
representative of those used throughout the code. In this appendix , all variables 
th a t have been in terpo la ted  in this m anner will have subscrip ts which identify the 
points to which they  have been interpolated: such in terpo lated  quantities will not 
have j, k, and  I indices.
W ith values of p a t th e  points C, D, and E, the finite difference representations
of the com ponents of equation  (A .l)  can be w ritten  as:
Q rr  — C vi3pc {uj+i,kj tfj.jt,/) • (A.4)
Qzz — CutsPD {Wj,k+l,l Wj,k,l) • (A.5)
<3* =  c « . p s ( ! 2 l { A6]
\  J
where j n  = A / p i s  th e  specific angular m om entum , and is defined a t the  cell centers.
The finite difference representations of the contributions of Qa  to the equations 
of motion are, according to  equation (A .2),
o   c Q RRj—i.k.i i \ — ----1------, (A.i)
TjM =  TiM -  ' ■ (A.S)
A , . u  = Aj M  -  . (A.9'1
L±(t)
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In practice, these contributions to  th e  equations of m otion are com puted separately  
from the term s which appear in equations (2.2-2.4). T he velocities are first updated  
according to (2.2-2.4) and  then  these velocities are used to  com pute Qa. Finally, 
equations (A.7-A.9) above and  equation (A .10) below are evaluated. As m entioned 
in §2.2, the curvature arising from the cylindrical coordinate system  is ignored in 
equation (A .7). This p lanar trea tm en t ensures th a t the  effects of artificial viscosity 
are uniform th roughout the grid.
The finite difference representation of the change in e w ith respect to tim e (equa­
tion [A.3]) is
Q r r a (“ P  — Uf ) A  R
+ Q zzA (w& -  WG) —
{ j nE< - j n E) 1 
R hjJik, t Rh/Jiktt A o
~^Qo o_\ (A .10)
The in troduction  of artificial viscosity also places a constrain t on the  size of the  
tim estep th a t can be taken in the  com putation. In order to  ensure the  stab ility  of 
the calculation (Bowers k  W ilson 1991):
1 A x;
A t, < - - £ = = .  (A-11)
4 \jQulpii
In practice, we lim it A t{  to .7/(C * //)  of th e  above value. These lim iting values, in 
each of the th ree  coordinate directions, are com pared w ith th e  C ourant tim e (Tohline 
19S2), which restric ts  th e  m axim um  length through which the fluid or sound waves 
can move in one tim estep  to less than  the size of a single grid zone (in our case, less
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than  0.7 th e  size) in each direction. T he  m inim um  of these tim es is used as th e  A t  
for the  next in tegration  step.
A .2 Gravitational Radiation
A .2.1 The Quadrupole Formula in Cartesian Coordinates
In the  quadrupole approxim ation (L andau & Lifshitz 1962: M isner, T horne, & 
W heeler 1973), the  s tra in  am plitude of th e  G W R in the transverse traceless gauge 
is
T'r 2 G - t t
where r  is th e  d istance to the source, dots denote differentiation w ith respect to  tim e, 
and ifn is th e  traceless portion of th e  reduced quadrupole m om ent i/m, pro jected  
onto a  plane transverse to the  direction to  the source. The reduced quadrupole 
m om ent itse lf is defined, in C artesian  coordinates, as:
ilm = J  P ( x t x m -  jx 'x i6 im^ (P i.  (A .13)
A lthough expression (A .13) should be evaluated a t the retarded tim e t — r /c .  we 
have perform ed the  waveform com putations a t tim e t. This would be an  adequate  
approxim ation if th e  light crossing tim escales (r;c) were much much sho rter th an  the 
dynam ical tim escales ( r<fyn) of the  svtem s we have studied. However, for neutron  
stars these two tim escales are com parable (r(c ~  ~  10-4 s) and in th e  case of the
w hite dwarfs we have sim ulated they only differ by about two orders of m agnitude 
(Tic =  .05-. 1 s: T<{yn =  2-7 s). Thus waveforms from neutron stars system s and, to 
some degree, w hite dw arf system s which are com puted a t tim e t will differ from 
those com puted  a t the  retarded  tim e.
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T he techniques of F inn &: Evans (1990) and RS (1992) allow I;m to  be com puted 
w ithout the  need for num erical tim e differentiation, which introduces noise in to  the 
waveforms and  spectra , and w ithou t th e  undue em phasis th a t th e  large m om ent 
arm  in equation  (A .13) places on low density  regions a t large d istances from the 
source. T he need for the  first num erical tim e derivative is elim inated  by using the 
continuity  equation
^  +  V  - ( p v ) =  0, (A .14)
along w ith equation  (A .13), to w rite
1/m — J  ^  ' i.P '^j d x .  (A .lo )
T he large m om ent arm  th a t rem ains in th is expression is reduced via an  integration 
by parts. Because the surface in tergral th a t results is zero a t infinity, the  rem aining 
integral is sim ply
I/m — J  P ^^/2-m "h Um*ri d X.  (A .16)
The necessity of the second num erical tim e derivative is elim inated w ith the aid 
of the equation of m otion
+  V • (pViv) = - V i P  -  -  V jQ ij .  (A .17)
This equation and  the vector iden tity
V • (pv{v)  =  pv  • (V r.)  +  i’.-V • (/ju), (A .18)
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allow the  tim e derivative of equation (A .17) to  be w ritten  as
1/m — /  V • (p v ) ^UiXm +  Vm Xi  -  | v ' X i S i m
+ p X m  U ’ (Vuf ) j
+ p x i  VmP + + —V j Q m j  + U • (Vum)^
-  \ p x % m ( - V,P + V,* + - Vj-Qij +  V • (Vut) 
3 V/> P /
d3x.  (A. 19)
An integration by parts  fu rther simplifies th is equation. W ith  th e  surface term s 
again set to zero at infinity, the resulting expression for I/m is:
hm = J  P -  ^pv'vi8lm -  x mV j$  -  x ,V m$  
-  +  -  ( 2 Qlm -  | s f r m ) d3x. (A .20)
-TT
In spherical coordinates, the I(m tensor has only the following nonzero elem ents 
(expressed in term s of th e  C artesian com ponents defined above; see Kochanek, 
Shapiro, Teukolsky, & Chernoff 1990):
i gg =  ({r r  cos2 6  +  Iy!, sin2 <p +  Iry sin 2 cos2 9 
+ L  sin2 9 — ( l «  cos 9 +  Iy= sin 9) sin 20,
h o  =  I n  sin2 6 +  Iyy cos2 <p -  Ixy sin <j>,
(A.21)
(A.22)
ho  =  (L r  -  lyy) cos 9 sin 20
+ I ry cos 9 cos 2o +  sin o — l y2 cos o)  s in 9. (A .23)
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In th is basis, th e  two polarizations of hTT are
k + =  ~  ( ! „  -  ?«,) , (A.24)
2 G -
hx = - - I , * .  (A .25)
r  c4
A .2.2 T he Quadrupole Formula in Cylindrical Coordinates
Because th e  FD H  code is based on a  cylindrical grid, the com ponents of equation 
(A .20) m ust be w ritten  in term s of cylindrical coordinates in order to  use them  and 
equations (A .21-25) to  com pute h + and hx . T he transform ed equations are
= /  {> [(2si“2 0"!) (“2 - r m  +
+  ^ 2 cos2 o -  ( u 2 +  j  -  2 cos d sin
2 (  ,  d $  1 _ \  ,
+  o — w~ +  z ~z--------Q zz  + 4 c o s o s in o u u d3 V d z  p J
dV, (A.27)
=
-  o K  +  7<?
5 $  1 _
z-z  V - Q z :
d z  p
dV, (A.28)
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The transform ations from the  cylindrical to  the  C artesian com ponents of Qij 
th a t have been used to  derive the  above equations are:
Q IX =  cos2 <j> Q r r  +  sin2 <p Q M ,
Qyy = sin2 <t> Q r r  +  cos2 oQ ee ,
Qn, =  cos cp sin <p Q r r  — cos (p sin o Q 00• (A.30)
It should be noted th a t because the  Qa th a t we have defined in cylindrical coordi­
nates is not a true  tensor, the tensorial transform ations used above are not stric tly  
proper. However we have used them  as an approxim ation, as we did not expect 
strong shocks to  pass near the origin in our sim ulations. Furtherm ore, in the binary 
merger sim ulation presented in C hapter 4, we com puted the G W R waveforms w ith 
and w ithout the  d irect contribution of th e  artificial viscosity term s. As Figure 4.3 
dem onstrates, the  waveforms are indistinguishable.
A.2.2.1 Finite Difference Representation
In the ir finite difference representation, th e  integrands in equations (A .26-29) 
are actually  broken up into pieces th a t are defined a t five different places in the grid 
cell. In each equation those term s which include p{u2 — R d $ / d R )  axe defined a t the  
radial face center (poin t F in Figure A .l); those which include p(—w 2 +  z d ^ f d z )
are defined a t the vertical face center (point G); those which include pv\.  p d $ /d o .
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puv.t,, o r Q 44 axe defined a t the azim uthal face center (point E); those which include 
Q r r  are  defined a t point C; and those which include Q zz  are defined a t point D.
In o rder to  sim plify the appeaxance of th e  finite difference equations for th e  lim, 
the  following definitions of the ind icated  in tegrand  pieces, defined a t th e  cell face 
centers, will be used:
RiNTj'k'i =  S p u p  -  ppRj'k,i (  J’k l  ; (A.31)
Z i n Tj m  — - T gw g  +  PGZj,k,i (  }'U  *  10  ’ (A.32)
p v l
A Z U n t ^  =  (A.33)
P_ d ±
A Z Z w t , . „  =  P E  : <A -3 4 )
puv 4
AZ3iNTj'k't =  A e  £ - (A.35)
T he volum e elem ent d V  for the  in tegrand  pieces defined at points D and F is 
&Vr  =  0 . 5 ~  o^ r ° tb e r  pieces the volum e elem ent is
A H *  =  0 .5 (4 ,. , .* . ,  -  4 . t .,)A ? A z .
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Because of th e  equatorial sym m etry  p resent in th e  FD H  sim ulations, th e  l r=, 1 ^ , 
and com ponents of i;m axe zero. T he  fin ite  difference representations of th e  
rem aining nonzero com ponents are:
j m a x  k m a x  I m a x  r  r  /  9  \  9{ ( 2 c°s2(^A^) -  R i n t , , ^  -  ^ Q z z ^ . i
j = 2 k = 2 t e 1
+  2 sin2 ({I -  ;j)A<j> -  [ A Z I i mTj^ i +  Q m ,.*.,)
+ 2  cos ^ (/ -  ^ )A < ^  sin ^(/ -  ^ ) A ( A Z 2 / o t JiW -  2 A Z 3 iNTjik,,) 
+ | ^ v r , u  +  2 cos2 ( ( /  -  I) A *  -  | )  A K C} , (A.36)
AVr
j m a x  k m a x  i m a x  t  r /  9  \  9
=  H  H  |  (2 s in 2(/A<^) -  -  J R i n t
j = 2  fc=2  t e l  ' • LV 6
2 cos2 f ( /  -  -)A<£ -  ^  ( a Z I / jvTj.*., +  Q w JJtj)
A  V/r
- 2  cos ^(/ -  ^ )A © j sin ([I -  ^)A<?i>j (a Z 2 /jv tJiW -  2AZ3/.vrj JfcI) 
+ ^ /iVT,fc,  +  2 sin2 ( ( /  -  i ) A <p -  | )  g MjiW] AV;0} , (A .37)
j m a x  k m a x  Im a x  ,  r  9  a
*» = 51 5Z £  I ~ o  R lNTjJeJl + ^Qz:j,k,t
1= 2  k = 2 t e l  k 0  
9
AVfe
— ^  [-4Z1 iNT,'kJ +  2Z/jVTj,*,, +  QRR,,k.i +  Q<s><i].k.i A V ,}  . (A .38)
j m a x  k m a x  Im a x
i*y= Y, H  5Z {[2cos(/A<?i)sin(/A(2j)i2/ivr;.*.I AVr
1 = 2  k = 2 1=1
+ - 2  cos ( ( /  -  ^ )A d )  sin ( ( /  -  (A Z l^ r ,.* .,  -  Q rr^ . i + Qo*lJt.i)
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-I- fs in 2 ( (I — — \ A 6  \ — cos2 ( (I — —
V V' 2' J V  2 ’ ' J )
(AZ2[NT]ik'i — 2AZ3/ivrJifc.,)] • (A.39)
A.3 Outer Boundary Conditions
T he boundary conditions a t the radial and vertical edges of the  com putational 
grid ensure th a t any m ass which leaves th e  grid does not subsequently en ter it. In 
practice, this m eans th a t  the  radial and vertical velocities in the  zones exterior to 
the last physical rad ia l (j= jm ax) and vertical (k= km ax) zones m ust be positive. 
This is im plem ented by setting
Ujmax+l,k,l =  ^ ( |  Ujmax,k,l \ '^'^•jmax,k,l) (A.40)
and
Wj'kmax+l,l =  ^ ( |  Wj,kmax,l | ~^^j,kmax,l) • (A.41)
A.4 Vacuum Treatment
The flow variables in the low density regions of the grid are trea ted  as follows. 
The dimensionless density  (norm alized to  the  m axim um  density  of th e  initial m odel) 
itself is lim ited to  be >  pmin — 10-7 . In order to  prevent high velocities in regions 
of low density from  severely lim iting the  tim estep , constraints are placed on the  
velocities in cells w here p < pum =  103/?mjn. Specifically, j n  is set to zero where 
P <  Piim and j n / R \ j  >  (note th a t when j n  is set to zero in the  ro ta ting  fram e 
this means th a t it ac tually  is Q0R 2 in the inertial fram e). For runs done in the  
inertial frame, fl;tm =  flo/4: for those done in the ro tating  fram e, fl;,m =  flpmai/4,
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where ftpmai is the  value of j n / R \ j  a t th e  density m axim um  in th e  current tim estep. 
In addition, u and w  a re  lim ited to  1/2 the  sound speed in cells where p < pum.
In runs which included the artificial viscosity, condition (A .l l )  is ignored and the 
Qa axe set to  zero where the  in terpolated  densities, used to determ ine th e  component 
of Qa  in question and th e ir contributions to  the  m om entum  densities, are <  pum, in 
order to  keep the  tim estep  from being lim ited  in low density regions. T he internal 
energy e is everywhere lim ited to  emin =  K n p ] ^ / n, where K  and n  are the  polytropic 
constant and index, respectively, of th e  in itia l model (in this work, only polytropic 
in itial models were used in runs which included the artificial viscosity). It should 
be noted th a t in some of the  sim ulations of binaries w ith n =  0.5 and  1.0 polytropic 
EOS and in all of the sim ulations of binaries w ith realistic NS EOS presented here. 
pum was increased to  104/jmiJl for a  fraction or the en tire evolution in order to keep 
the tim estep a t a  reasonable value. This is because grid -based  m ethods have more 
difficulty m odeling objects with stiffer EOS which have sharper cutoffs in their 
density profiles near th e ir surfaces th an  objects with softer EOS. Also, during the 
binary m erger sim ulation, Q zz was set to  zero in the outer th ree  rad ial zones if the 
in terpolated  density used to  com pute it dropped below 5 x 104/3m:n in those zones.
A .5 Rotation Axis Treatment
Special trea tm en t is given to flow variables in the  first radial zone (the j  =  2 
zone). The velocities, th e  m om enta, and  Q zz in this zone are actually  located on the 
z-axis (defined as the axis of ro tation). Because “ -sym m etry  is assum ed, the radial 
velocity and m om entum  density is set to  zero on the axis. T he vertical m om entum  
density on the axis, Tj=2,kj, is set to  th e  azim uthal average of Tj=z,k,i (the vertical 
velocity on the axis is found by dividing T  on the axis by p on the  axis [see below]):
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Q:z}=2 k t set iQ sam e m anner. (Note th a t another m ethod for defining T  on 
th e  axis was used in th e  beginning of the bar-m ode instability  sim ulation  presented 
in this work, however it d id  not succeed in keeping large values of T  from  developing 
on the  axis. Thus the  averaging technique m entioned previously was adopted  during 
th a t run.) All o ther flow variables in the first radial zone are az im u tha lly  averaged. 
W hen it is necessary to  find p on the axis, an  azim uthal, volum e w eighted average 
of p a t the  center of th e  first radial zone (j= 2) and p at the center o f th e  boundary 
zone ( j= l)  is used.
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A ppendix B
R ealistic N eutron Star Equations 
of State
B .l Polynom ial Fits to Equations of State
Figures B .l,  B.3, and  B.5 display a  graphical com parison betw een th e  tabu lar 
d a ta  of Cook (1995) and  our individual polynom ial fits for the realistic neu tron  s ta r  
equations of s ta te  (NS EO S). Figures B.2, B.4, and  B.6 show the  in tersections of 
the individual polynom ial fits for each NS EOS. T he  coefficients of th e  polynom ial 
fits to each NS EOS are given in Tables B .1-B .3. See §2.1.1 for details.
115
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Table B .l: EOS F, Coefficients of Polynomial Fits to logP(log A )
p range (g cm 3) 1 log A (log A-)2 (log A')3 (log A )4
7.9728-8.2240 -1.8214E3 7.4214E1
8.2240-3.6371E1 5.0792E2 3.1526E3 -3.8964E2 1.5903E1 -2.1572E-1
3.6371E1-3.3332E11 -9.7379E1 5.6242 3.1798E-2 -4.7843E-3 6.4048E-5
3.3332E11-6.3667E13 2.1209E1 1.9243E2 -1.5664E1 4.2481E-1 -3.833 IE-3
6.3667E13-1.8747E15 1.3487E2 1.2878E3 -1.0136E2 2.6504 -2.3069E-2
1.8747E15-1.1104E16 1.4456E2 1.4214E3 -1.0893E2 2.7738 -2.3512E-2
1.1104E16-1.2562E16 1.8678E-1 3.7198 4.9347E1 -2.4830 3.1191E-2
Table B.2: EOS FPS, Coefficients of Polynomial Fits to log.P(log A")
p range (gem  3) 1 log A (log A )2 (log A)** (log A )4
7.9251-7.9800 -8.2160E3 3.3333E2
7.9800-9.1586 -5.3365E2 2.2030E1
9.1586-3.7758E1 2.2587E2 1.4035E3 -1.7755E2 7.4042 -1.0245E-1
3.7758E1-6.6354E11 -2.6740E2 2.8125E1 -1.0802 1.9539E-2 -1.3465E-4
6.6354E11-5.0591E12 -4.6177E1 -4.1455E2 3.5150E1 -9.8711E-1 9.2290E-3
5.0591E12-1.5764E14 -2.2577E1 -2.0936E2 1.7094E1 -4.6183E-1 4.1572E-3
1.5764E14-1.6750E16 1.4871 1.4442E1 -1.5028 4.9192E-2 -5.0192E-4
Table B.3: EOS L, Coefficients of Polynomial Fits to logPflog A )
p range (gem  3) 1 log n (log A )2 (log A )3 (log A )4
7.9728-8.2240 -1.8214E3 7.4214E1
8.2240-3.6371E1 5.0792E2 3.1526E3 -3.8964E2 1.5903E1 -2.1572E-1
3.6371E1-3.9943E11 -1.0626E2 6.8296 -2.9362E-2 -3.4099E-3 5.2507E-5
3.9943E11-1.1835E14 7.7082 7.0302E1 -5.4641 1.4212E-1 -1.2252E-3
1.1835E14-9.3906E14 1.6910E2 1.6141E3 -1.278E2 3.3633 -2.9449E-2
9.3906E14-3.8165E15 -2.5942E2 -2.5253E3 1.9552E2 -5.0268 +4.3048E-2
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Figure B .l: EOS F, Com parison w ith  Tabular D ata. A com parison between the 
tabu lar form  of EOS F (Cook 1995) and our polynom ial fits to those data . Specif­
ically, the  logarithim  of the pressure P  is shown as a  function of the  logarithim  
of the  num ber density N . Dots represent the  tabu lar data  and solid lines repre­
sent the  polynom ial fits. See §2.1.1 for details. Figure B .la  represents the  EOS 
in the  mass density range p =  7.9728-S.2240 g e m -3 ; Figure B .lb . p =  8.2240- 
3.6371E1 g cm -3 ; Figure B .lc , p =  3.6371E1-3.3332E11 g cm -3 ; Figure B .ld , 
p =  3.3332E11-6.3667E13 g cm -3 ; F igure B .le , p =  6.3667E13-1.8747E15 g cm -3; 
Figure B .lf, p =  1.8747E15-1.1104E16 g cm -3 ; and Figure B .lg , p =  1.1104E16- 
1.2562E16 g cm -3 , (fig. cont’d)
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Figure B.2: EOS F, Intersection of Polynom ial F its. T he intersection of the ind i­
vidual polynom ial fits to EOS F, displayed in Figure B .l, are shown in sequential 
order (e.g., Figure B .2a shows the in tersection of the fits displayed in Figures B .la  
and  B .lb ).
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Figure B.3: EOS FPS, Com parison w ith T abu lar D ata. The same as F igure B .l, bu t 
for EOS FPS. Figure B.3a represents the  EOS in th e  mass density range p =  7.9251- 
7.9800 g cm -3 ; Figure B.3b, p =  7.9800-9.1586 g cm -3 ; Figure B.3c, p =  9.1586- 
3.7758E1 g e m -3 ; Figure B.3d, p =  3.7758E1-6.6354E11 g e m -3 ; F igure B.3e, p =  
6.6354E11-5.0591E12 g cm -3 ; F igure B.3f, p =  5.0591E12-1.5764E14 g cm -3 ; and 
F igure B.3g, p =  1.5764E14-1.6750E16 g cm -3 , (fig. con t’d)
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Figure B.4: EOS FPS, Intersection of Polynom ial Fits. The sam e as Figure B.2, 
b u t for EOS FPS.
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Figure B.5: EOS L, Com parison w ith T abular D ata. The sam e as F igure B .l, 
b u t for EOS L. Figure B.5a represents th e  EOS in the mass density range p =  
7.9728-8.2240 g cm -3 ; Figure B.5b, p =  8.2240-3.6371E1 g cm -3 ; F igure B.5c, 
p =  3.6371E1-3.9943E11 g e m -3 ; Figure B.5d, p =  3.9943E11-1.1835E14 g c m " 3: 
F igure B.5e, p =  1.1S35E14-9.3906E14 g cm "3; and Figure B.5f, p =  9.3906E14- 
3.8165E15 g cm -3 .
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Figure B.6: EOS L. Intersection of Polynom ial F its. T he sam e as Figure B.2. but 
for EOS L.
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B.2 Polynom ial Fits to l ogp( l ogH)
Figures B.7, B.9, and  B .l l  display a  graphical com parison of our tabu lar rela­
tionship between th e  logarithm  of th e  density  p and th e  logarithm  of the  enthalpy H  
for the NS EOS and ou r polynom ial fits to  those d a ta . See §2.1.1 for details. Figures 
B.8, B.10, and B.12 show the  intersections of the  individual polynom ial fits for each 
NS EOS. T he coefficients of these polynom ial fits are given in Tables B .4-B .6. See 
§2.1.1 for details.
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Table B.4: EOS F, Coefficients of Polynomial Fits to lo g p (lo g # )
p range ( g e m 3) 1 log #  (log # )^  ( lo g # )3 ( lo g # )4
1.0000E1-3.1623E1 1.1156E3 -4.0348E2 5.4701E1 -3.2927 7.4282E-2
3.1623E1-1.5849E3 -3.1924E3 9.4403E2 -1.0463E2 5.1509 -9.4942E-2
1.5849E3-3.9811E11 -4.4253E1 -1.5479 1.3722 -1.1059E-1 2.6875E-3
3.9811E11-3.9811E13 -4.9720E3 -2.2920E4 3.7485E3 -2.0126 E2 3.5884
3.9811E13-3.9811E14 -6.1760E2 -2.9093E3 4.6434E2 -2.4337E1 4.2366E-1
3.9811E14-1.2453E16 2.3961E4 -4.7021E3 3.4590E2 -1.1299E1 1.3832E-1
Table B.5: EOS FPS, Coefficients of Polynomial Fits to Iog/)(log#)
p range (gem  3) 1 lo g # (log # ) 2 (log # ) 3 ( lo g # )4
1.0000E1-3.1623E1 1.1290E3 -4.0808E2 5.5288E1 -3.3257 7.4975E-2
3.1623E1-1.5849E3 -3.3559E3 9.9304E2 -1.1014E2 5.4256 -1.0008E-1
1.5849E3-6.3096E11 -2.1745E1 -6.2907 1.7304 -1.2178E-1 2.8025E-3
6.3096E11-1.5849E14 -6.4852E1 -3.0176E2 3.8866E1 -1.5468 1.8352E-2
1.5849E14-1.6516E16 -7.6923E3 1.4850E3 -1.0725E2 3.4394 -4.1304E-2
Table B.6: EOS L, Coefficients of Polynomial Fits to lo gp (log# )
p range (gem 3) 1 lo g # (lo g # )2 (lo g # )3 ( lo g # )4
1.0000E1-3.1623E1 1.1156E3 -4.0348E2 5.4701E1 -3.2927 7.4282E-2
3.1623E1-1.5849E3 -3.1924E3 9.4403E2 -1.0463E2 •5.1509 -9.4942E-2
1.5849E3-3.9811E11 -1.3678E2 2.1479E1 -7.7232E-1 -2.2017E-2 1.3187E-3
3.9811E11-7.9432E12 1.8798E4 8.6422E4 -1.4237E4 7.6970E2 -1.3818E1
7.9432E12-1.0000E14 -1.8097E3 -8.4024E3 1.3618E3 -7.2468E1 1.2808
1.0000E14-2.5119E14 -3.2478E2 -1.5355E3 2.4468E2 -1.2801E1 2.2244E-1
2.5119E14-3.7532E15 -3.7573E4 7.4090E3 -5.4738E2 1.7963E1 -2.2091E-1
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Figure B.7: EOS F, logp (log /7 ). A com parison of our ta b u la r  relationship be­
tween the  logarithm  of the density p (note th a t in the figure p is denoted as “rho” ) 
and the  logarithm  of the  enthalpy  H  for EOS F and our polynom ial fits to  those 
data. Specifically, th e  log p is shown as a function of log H . See §2.1.1 for details. 
Dots represent th e  tab u la r d a ta  and solid lines represent th e  polynom ial fits. Figure 
B.7a displays log />(log H ) in th e  range p =  1.0000E1-3.1623E1 g cm -3 ; Figure B.7b, 
p =  3.1623E1-1.5S49E3 g cm -3 ; Figure B.7c, p =  1.5849E3-3.9811E11 g cm "3: 
Figure B.7d, p =  3.9811E11-3.9811E13 g c m '3; Figure B.7e, p =  3.9811E13- 
3.9S11E14 g c m -3 ; and Figure B.7f, p =  3.9811E14—1.2453E16 g e m -3 .
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Figure B.8: EOS F, Intersection of Polynom ial F its to  \ogp( logH).  T he in tersection 
of the  individual polynom ial fits to  log /9(log /f), displayed in F igure B.7, are  shown 
in sequential order (e.g., Figure B .8a shows th e  intersection of th e  fits displayed in 
Figures B .7a and B.7b). Note th a t in the  figure p is denoted as “rho” .
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Figure B.9: EOS FPS, log /9 (log# ). T he same as Figure B.7, bu t for EOS FPS. 
Figure B.9a displays log/>(logi7) in the  range p =  1.0000E1-3.1623E1 g cm -3 ; 
Figure B.9b, p =  3.1623E1-1.5849E3 g cm -3 ; Figure B.9c, p =  1.5849E3- 
6.3096E11 g cm -3 ; Figure B.9d, p =  6.3096E11-1.5849E14 g cm -3 ; and  Figure B.9e, 
p =  1.5849E14-1.6516E16 g cm -3 .
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Figure B.10: EOS FPS, Intersection of Polynom ial F its to log/?(log H).  T he sam e 
as F igure B.8, bu t for EOS FPS.
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Figure B .l 1: EOS L, \ogp( logH).  T he sam e as Figure B.7, bu t for EOS 
Figure B . l l a  displays log /?(log# ) in the  range p =  1.0000E1-3.1623E1 g c m ' , 
Figure B . l l b ,  p =  3.1623E1-1.5849E3 g cm -3 ; F igure B .l lc ,  p =  1.5849E3- 
3.9811E11 g e m -3 ; Figure B . l l d ,  p =  3.9811E11-7.9432E12 g c m -3 ; Figure B .l le ,  
p =  7.9432E12-1.0000E14 g cm -3 ; Figure B .l lf ,  p =  1.0000E14-2.5119E14 g cm -3 ; 
and F igure B .l lg ,  p =  2.5119E14-3.7532E15 g e m -3 , (fig. con t’d)
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Figure B.12: EOS L, Intersection of Polynom ial Fits to  log/?(log H).  The same as 
F igure B.8, bu t for EOS L.
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A ppendix C
Equilibrium Sequences
All of the  equilibrium  binary  sequences discussed in §3.1 are displayed here. 
These include th ree  polytropic sequences (Figure C .l): eleven W D EOS sequences, 
each w ith a different M t  (F igures C .2-4); and three realistic NS EOS sequences 
(F igure C.5). See §3.1 for details.
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Figure C .l: Polytropic Equilibrium  Sequences.
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Figure C.2: W hite  D warf Equilibrium  Sequences. M r  =  -298, .500, .803. and 
1.19 iW®
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Figure C.3: More W hite  D warf Equilibrium  Sequences. M j  =  1-63, 2.03, 2.36. and 
2.58 M q
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Figure C.4: More W hite Dwarf Equilibrium  Sequences. M r  =  2.72. 2.81. and 
2.85 M q
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Figure 0 .5 : N eutron S tars Equilibrium  Sequences.
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Prom barker Tue May 14 13:50 CDT 1996 
Return-Path: <barker>
Received: by jetsxinl.phys.lsu.edu (5.0/SMI-SVR4)
id AA10096; Tue, 14 May 1996 13:50:07 +0600 
Date: Tue, 14 May 1996 13:50:07 +0600 
Prom: barker (Kim Barker)
Mess age-Id: <9605141850.AA100 9 6@jetsunl.phys.lsu.edu>
To: apj @noao.edu








I spoke with Janice (?) in your office today regarding permission 
to reprint a paper from the Astrophysical Journal, on which I am 
the first author, in my dissertation. Louisiana State University 
requires that a signed letter of permission from the journal appear 
along with the reprinted article in the dissertation.
The paper in question is entitled, "Millisecond Pulsars: Detectable
Sources of Continuous Gravitational Waves?" It appeared in ApJ 
volume 450 on pages 757-762 on Sept. 10th, 1995. The authors are 
Kimberly C. B. New (myself), G. Chanmugam, Warren w. Johnson, and 
Joel E. Tohline.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,
Kimberly C. B. New
mailing address:
202 Nicholson Hall 
Dept, of Physics and Astronomy 
Louisiana State University 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803-4001
Phone: (504) 388-1829
email: barker@rouge.phys.lsu.edu
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